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 Introduction 
 
In July of 2012, the Massachusetts State Legislature established the Financial Literacy Advisory Committee to 
advise the Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (ESE) on the development of a 3-year Financial 
Literacy Pilot (FLP) program for 11 high schools in 10 Gateway Cities.1 The advisory committee is co-chaired by 
the commissioner of ESE and the state treasurer, and includes members from the Office of Consumer Affairs and 
Business Regulation, the Council on Economic Education, public school districts, financial organizations, 
professional associations and unions, and Massachusetts institutions of higher education. 
 
This competitive grant program is designed to “equip high school students with the knowledge and skills 
necessary to become self-supporting and make critical decisions regarding personal finances.”2  
 
Planning grants were awarded to the 11 high schools at the end of March 2013. Teams of educators and 
community partners worked during April–June of the 2012–13 school year to develop financial literacy programs 
that aligned with the 2011 Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics and the Economic Education 
Council’s National Standards for Financial Literacy. The planning grants also supported professional 
development (PD) for teachers in financial literacy. 
 
The 2013–14 school year was the second year of the grant and the first year of program implementation. The sites 
continued to work with community partner organizations to develop their programs by offering professional 
development to teachers and refining curricula. Districts were required to provide a minimum of 12 hours of 
professional development to instructional staff. During this time, the sites implemented their financial literacy 
courses and other program components.  
 
For the first and second years of implementation, ESE contracted with the University of Massachusetts Donahue 
Institute (UMDI) to conduct an evaluation of the FLP. The goals of the evaluation’s second year were to inform 
ongoing FLP programs, document the process and outcomes of the second year of implementation, identify ways 
in which sites are scaling up their programs, and prepare for additional years of evaluation in the event that 
program funding is continued.  
 
UMDI also provided program coordination supports that included creating and disseminating bi-monthly 
communications, offering as-needed evaluation assistance, and facilitating collaboration opportunities for 
grantees. In preparation for the evaluation overview webinar, UMDI asked grantees what implementation issues 
they would be interested in hearing and sharing about during the session. Based on that feedback, UMDI invited 
four grantees to give brief presentations on financial literacy apps, sustaining partnerships, strategies for involving 
families, and the Junior Achievement Stock Market Competition. For the spring grantee meeting, UMDI modified 
ESE’s “case consultancy” protocol, which asks participants to identify a dilemma about their implementation 
process and create a focus question about that topic. Sites were paired based on the complementarity of their 
dilemma topics and areas of expertise. During the meeting, they met in pairs to consult with each other about their 
implementation dilemmas. 
 

                                                      
1 These cities are midsize urban centers that anchor regional economies around the state and historically have housed industries that offered 
residents jobs and a “gateway” to “the American Dream.” In recent decades, manufacturing jobs slowly disappeared, while the state’s 
economy shifted toward knowledge sectors and jobs predominantly located in the Boston metropolitan area. 
2 Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education. (2013). 11 Massachusetts High Schools Receive Grants to Develop 
Innovative Financial Literacy Pilot Programs [press release]. Retrieved from http://www.doe.mass.edu/news/news.aspx?id=7344. 
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Analysis of the data collected during this second year of the evaluation is intended to yield findings regarding the 
implementation and scaling-up process, financial literacy professional development offered to teachers, program 
impacts, and the relationship between program activities and student outcomes. 
 
This report describes findings from the evaluation activities conducted during the second year of program 
implementation. These activities included interviews with FLP project leaders at each school, a teacher survey, 
and the collection of student pre- and post-test scores, quantitative program data from schools, and student 
demographic and academic performance data from ESE databases. The report reviews the achievements made by 
the FLP program toward meeting its goals, and identifies successful practices and barriers encountered. 
 
Before describing the evaluation methods and detailed findings, a brief summary of the evaluation’s main 
findings is presented below. 
 

Summary of Main Evaluation Findings 
 

• The majority of students (72 percent) who took the pre- and post-assessments demonstrated gains in 
financial literacy. Teachers and project leaders also reported improvements in their students’ financial 
literacy knowledge and skills.  

• The majority of students who completed the pre- and post-assessments reported that they were much 
better (45 percent) or somewhat better (41 percent) able to make informed decisions about their personal 
finances after participating in their FLP courses. 

• Most teachers and project leaders believed that the FLP program was relevant to students’ lives and 
financial decision making. Developing curriculum that is relevant to students’ lives outside of school was 
a high priority for many sites.  

• Students who participated in the FLP program represented a range of socio-economic and achievement 
levels. More than two-thirds of participants were from low-income households. Participants were also 
diverse in terms of gender, race, special education status, English language proficiency, and grade level. 
Half of student participants were freshmen.  

• FLP high schools continued to implement an array of program models featuring diverse curricula and 
activities. Each of the high schools reported that they had expanded or altered their program in the second 
year of implementation in order to improve the quality of FLP programming and/or increase the number 
of student participants. 

• The number of participants in the FLP program increased by 18 percent, from 4,450 in the 2013–14 
school year to 5,243 in the 2014–15 school year. Six high schools reported increases in student 
participation, ranging from 8 percent to 445 percent, with a median increase of 150 percent. Five high 
schools reported decreases in participation, ranging from 1 percent to 87 percent, with a median decrease 
of 38 percent.  

• In both implementation years, project leaders from every site reported that their high school had 
incorporated the Council of Economic Education’s six National Standards for Financial Literacy and the 
three required topics from the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics and the 
Massachusetts Technology Standards and Expectation into their FLP programming. Most sites reported 
that alignment of their programs with the financial literacy standards was less difficult than alignment 
with the mathematics and technology standards, and that impacts on students were correspondingly 
greater in relation to the financial literacy standards than the mathematics and technology standards.  
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• Teachers and project leaders reported that students’ participation in experiential learning opportunities 
such as stock market simulations, financial literacy fairs, capstone projects, budgeting, and online 
financial games had a positive impact. They believed that Credit for Life Fairs, job shadowing, field trips, 
creating household budgets, and developing business plans were particularly effective.  

• Factors that facilitated the implementation of FLP programs in the second year of implementation 
included teacher buy-in and commitment, the ability to reflect on lessons learned from Year 1, the use of 
technology, and embedding financial literacy content in existing courses and programs. The appreciation 
of embedded content contrasts with the Year 1 finding that teachers and project leaders favored stand-
alone financial literacy courses.  

• Commonly encountered challenges included scheduling issues, technology problems, engaging freshmen, 
and the need for more collaboration and planning time. 

• Most project leaders reported engaging in fewer formal professional development opportunities than in 
Year 1. Every site reported engaging in some form of internal professional development, continuing or 
expanding their efforts to refine programming and curriculum through activities such as common 
planning time, FLP team meetings, and as-needed consultations.  

• All of the FLP high schools worked with at least one external partner. Most schools expanded or 
solidified the roles of partners from Year 1, and some schools have added new partners. The roles of 
community partners mostly fell into three categories: curriculum and instruction support, guest speakers / 
mentors / role models, and expanded resources.  
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 Methods 

Evaluation Design 
The evaluation uses a mixed-methods design that utilizes qualitative and quantitative information gathered 
through a teacher survey, supplemental program data request form, pre- and post-test scores, and interviews of 
project leaders. The findings inform the following research questions: 
 
Formative 

• To what extent are grantees implementing their proposed interventions in terms of course content, course 
alignment to specific standards, numbers of participants enrolled, evaluation, and other key dimensions? 

• What are the characteristics of the participating students? To what extent do participating student 
characteristics match the intended population? 

• What, if any, professional development have teachers received? How do teachers perceive the quality, 
relevance, and usefulness of the professional development in preparing them to implement the financial 
literacy course? 

• What types of organizations/partners are participating in the planning, support, and implementation of 
pilot programs? What are their contributions? 

• How do students and teachers perceive the quality, relevance, and usefulness of the financial literacy 
course or other programming? 

• If replicated or expanded in the future, how could the financial literacy course or other programming be 
improved? 

 
Summative  

• To what extent did students demonstrate gains in measures of financial literacy from the beginning to the 
end of the financial literacy courses? Does this vary across different financial literacy strategies or other 
measureable factors, such as age of students or hours of instruction? 

• In what ways did participation in financial literacy courses affect student behavior, improving the skills of 
students to make decisions regarding personal finance? 

 

Data Collection Activities 
The evaluation used the following data collection methods and analytical procedures: 

• Project Interviews: District- and/or school-based project leaders were interviewed by phone about their 
FLP programs. These interviewees usually included one administrator and one teacher who directly 
implemented financial literacy content with students. Topics included types of financial literacy courses 
and other interventions; scale-up efforts in the second year; professional development offered to teachers; 
successes and challenges; work with external partners; and impact on students’ financial knowledge, 
skills, and behaviors. 

• Teacher Survey: Participating teachers were surveyed to learn more about the types of professional 
development utilized, and to assess the perceived quality and effectiveness of professional development 
received. The survey also included questions regarding teachers’ perceptions of the quality and usefulness 
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of the financial literacy programs implemented in their schools, as well as the programs’ impacts on 
students. 

• Supplemental Program Data Request Form: Each school was asked to report on the type(s) of 
professional development offered, number of teacher participants, type(s) of financial literacy courses 
provided, number of student participants, and number and type of community partners.  

• Common Pre- and Post-Tests: UMDI developed a pre- and post-test to understand program impacts on 
student financial literacy knowledge and behavior. It was constructed to be usable across programs, 
recognizing that program models and emphasis on particular financial literacy standards differed from site 
to site. The instrument was developed by selection or adaptation of items from the sites’ Year 1 pre- and 
post-assessments and from other financial literacy assessments identified by a literature review. UMDI 
also developed a score reporting form, which grantees used to report students’ pre- and post-test scores, 
state-assigned student identifiers, and intervention(s) received.  

• Statewide Student-level Databases: ESE’s Student Information Management System (SIMS) and 
Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) databases were used to document the 
demographics and baseline achievement levels of participating students. 

The key informant interview protocol, teacher survey, supplemental program data request form, pre- and post-test 
instruments, test administration instructions, and student score reporting form can be found in Appendix A. 
 

Data Analysis 
The teacher survey data were analyzed using SPSS to describe the type, quantity, and quality of professional 
development received, as well as student and teacher perceptions of the FLP courses. The SIMS and MCAS 
databases identified the demographic characteristics and academic achievement levels of student participants. 
Student-level data provided by the 11 sites were analyzed to understand program impacts. Cases with duplicate, 
missing, or incorrect SASIDs were removed from these analyses. 

Data from the interviews, supplemental program data request form, and open-ended survey items were analyzed 
to document characteristics of program implementation and the impact on students from the perspectives of 
teachers and project leaders. These data were analyzed using a standard qualitative technique that involved 
multiple readings of the data. Themes and concepts were developed around emergent and recurring ideas that 
informed the research questions. 
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 Results  
 
 
This section of the report contains results from the analysis of semi-structured interviews with participating sites’ 
project leaders, the online teacher survey, supplemental program data request form, student score reporting form, 
and student-level MCAS and SIMS data. All percentages are rounded to the nearest whole number. As a result, 
some of the percentage totals do not equal 100 percent. 
 

Professional Development 
Most project leader interviewees reported engaging in fewer formal professional development opportunities (i.e., 
those provided by in-house staff, outside providers, and community partners) than they did last year. They 
attributed this decline to a variety of reasons, including competing district priorities (e.g., NEASC accreditation, 
MCAS/PARCC testing), limited resources for stipends, scheduling difficulties (particularly snow days), changes 
in community partnerships, and lack of external provider offerings. Some project leaders also indicated that the 
teachers providing the financial literacy curriculum had grown capable and confident with the content during the 
first year of implementation and therefore needed less formal professional development.  
 
While there was generally less focus on formal PD opportunities, most schools also continued or expanded their 
collaborative efforts to refine their curriculum. The bulk of refinement was done through in-house activities such 
as common planning time, FLP team meetings, and as-needed consultations. For example, Salem interviewees 
reported that they have focused on identifying new curriculum materials as well as exploring new ways to present 
the existing curriculum. As part of Lowell’s efforts to offer the program to English language learners, project 
leaders adapted the curriculum for ELLs in planning meetings and PD sessions in which ELL teachers will 
connect with community resources such as the International Institute (which can provide translation services). 
Lynn Classical used its weekly professional learning communities (PLCs) to track the progress of implementation 
and to continue to develop the curriculum. In addition, all grantees reported some degree of informal, as-needed 
supports, such as conversations between teachers and project leaders. Table 1 shows the number of educators who 
received professional development in each FLP site. 
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Table 1. Number of Educators Who Received Professional 
Development, by Site 

Site 
Number of 
Educators 

Fall River – BMC Durfee High School 7 

Haverhill – Haverhill High School 3 

Holyoke – Dean Technical High School 2 

Lowell – Lowell High School 50 

Lynn – Lynn Classical High School 6 

Quincy – North Quincy High School 4 

Quincy – Quincy High Schools 3 

Revere – Revere High School 40 

Salem – Salem High School 2 

Springfield – Putnam Vocational Technical Academy 5 

Worcester – Worcester Technical High School 7 

Total 129 
 

Internal Professional Development 
All sites provided internal PD. As previously noted, much of the in-house PD focused on refining existing 
curricula and integrating new materials and content. Many project leaders noted that the refinement of their 
programs was based on their reflections on the past year’s implementation. Salem project leaders explained that 
they spent planning time doing online research and integrating new curriculum materials in order to “explore new 
ways to teach the content.” Project leaders from Lynn and Revere noted that involving teachers in PD, particularly 
curriculum development and refinement, is an effective way to build buy-in and ownership of the program among 
teachers. Notably, the FLP programs in Revere and Lynn involved teachers from content areas and roles (e.g., 
social studies, English, advisory period teachers) whose personnel are usually less familiar with financial literacy 
topics. However, these teachers could rely on more experienced educators. In Revere, this diversification was 
accomplished in several ways: five structured PD sessions, PLCs, cross-curricular working groups, and as-needed 
support from FLP team members. 
 
Some of the internal PD was very informal. For example, the Durfee High School FLP team decided to forego 
developing any formal PD, because their program had moved from the Freshman Academy to the high school’s 
21st Century Community Learning Center. Project leaders explained that it did not make sense to plan and pay for 
formal PD before the center’s staff, who were new to the FLP program, had a chance to implement the curriculum 
with their students. Instead, the experienced business and mathematics teacher who adapted the curriculum for the 
center provided ad hoc support to the teachers implementing the content. Durfee project leaders believed that once 
the center’s staff were more experienced, they would know what PD would be most useful to them, and that 
knowledge would enable the school to spend its PD funds more effectively. 
 
Most schools used a mixed approach to their internal professional development. Usually, this involved structured 
FLP team meetings, joint planning time, small groups, and independent study. In Worcester, teachers used 
planning time to monitor the implementation of their financial literacy components and offer each other help 
regarding the “what, how, where, and when” of using the Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE) 
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materials. In addition to this designated collaborative time, Worcester teachers independently used the NFTE 
books and website when looking for materials or ways to improve their lessons. 
 
In addition to improving curriculum, other topics discussed at collaborative sessions included scheduling, 
expansion of partnerships, and adaptation of curriculum for ELL students. The Quincy FLP team investigated 
ways to expand their partnerships by working with representatives from the Quincy School Community 
Partnerships—an arm of the school that fosters connections between local businesses and students. They also used 
in-house experts to train them in the use of the Naviance online platform that helps students explore career 
interests, salaries, and budgeting. Quincy project leaders commented that the collaborative work was effective 
because the FLP team “is an incredible group of people.” Most high schools also spoke positively about the 
makeup and attitudes of their fellow FLP teachers and team members, lauding both their expertise in various areas 
(e.g., mathematics, business, technology) and their commitment to the financial literacy program. 
 
Teacher survey respondents were quite positive about the usefulness of internally-provided PD and support. 
Respondents were particularly enthusiastic about the usefulness of FLP team meetings, with 92 percent indicating 
that they were moderately to very useful. This is unsurprising in light of the fact that most high schools’ FLP 
teams were responsible for guiding implementation and directing necessary refinements to the program. A Lynn 
project leader underscored the importance of some structured internal PD, noting that the high school’s weekly 
PLC meetings allowed them to consistently track the progress of the implementation and continue to develop the 
curriculum. Other structured in-house PD, such as the five sessions offered in Revere or the weekly PLCs in 
Lynn, was also viewed positively, with 80 percent of respondents indicating that it was moderately or very useful. 
Most respondents also like common planning time; 76 percent reported that it was moderately or very useful.  
 
Eighty-nine percent of respondents indicated that as-needed support was moderately to very useful. It was 
provided in multiple ways, including teacher to teacher, teacher to project leader, or teacher/project leader to 
community partner. Informal ad hoc support was an intentional and important component, according to several 
project leaders. For example, a Revere project leader explained that many of the school’s advisory teachers are 
not comfortable teaching financial literacy topics, and that informal supports from their fellow FLP teachers or 
project leaders was very helpful. 
 

Professional Development Offered by External Providers 
Overall, PD delivered by external providers declined in the second year, and two schools (Durfee and Salem) did 
not offer any external PD. Most project leaders preferred to use internal personnel to support teachers and 
improve the program. The use of external providers was mostly more targeted. For example, Quincy teachers 
received training from Microsoft after receiving tablet computers for use in the FLP program.  
 
Some high schools did continue to use more substantial external PD. For example, Haverhill teachers took 
National Financial Educator Council (NFEC) courses to become Certified Financial Educator Instructors. 
Certification entails a 10–12-hour review of online and workbook material and a test, and teachers must be 
recertified annually. Project leaders reported that the recertification is a “good refresher” and that having access to 
the course manual, workbooks, and activities is “awesome.” A Haverhill teacher explained that the NFEC PD 
provides extensive support through its online platform as well as printed materials, which contain useful real-life 
applications of the financial literacy content. The initial certification coursework for each teacher costs $297 and 
the required annual recertification costs $97 per year, per teacher.  
 
Lynn also engages in considerable PD activities with outside providers. In the beginning of Lynn’s FLP program, 
project leaders worked with community partner Valmo Villages to create a Financial Fluency curriculum. As the 
program has progressed, Valmo Villages and Wheelock College have helped Lynn leaders and teachers 
understand best practices for integrating financial literacy content into existing curricula. At the end of the 2014–
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15 school year, Wheelock College and Valmo Villages representatives will help the Lynn FLP team review the 
successes, challenges, and outcomes of their current implementation of financial literacy curriculum units.  
 
Seventy-one percent of the teacher survey respondents indicated that externally provided PD offered by their 
school was very useful. This was largely corroborated in the project leader interviews. Lowell teachers explained 
that their NFEC recertification provided them with enjoyment, insight, and renewed excitement about the 
financial literacy material. One teacher noted that the NFEC program includes detailed statistics about financial 
issues such as college debt and lack of savings, which is both eye opening and motivating. She said that 
participating in that PD made her think, “This is why I’m teaching.” Table 2 lists each site’s external PD 
providers. 
 

Table 2. External Professional Development Providers by Site 

Site External PD Provider(s) 

Fall River – BMC Durfee High School None 

Haverhill – Haverhill High School 
National Financial Educators Council 

Lynda.com 

Holyoke – Dean Technical High School 
Junior Achievement of Western Massachusetts 

Elms College 

Lowell – Lowell High School Jeanne D’Arc Credit Union 

Lynn – Lynn Classical High School 

Wheelock College 

Valmo Villages 

Metro Credit Union 

Massachusetts Consumer Credit 

Quincy – North Quincy High School Microsoft 

Quincy – Quincy High School Microsoft 

Revere – Revere High School Wheelock College 

Salem – Salem High School None 

Springfield – Putnam Vocational Technical Academy 
Junior Achievement of Western Massachusetts 

Elms College 

Worcester – Worcester Technical High School Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship 

 

Strengths of the Professional Development   
PD of all types was largely seen as a way of boosting teachers’ commitment to and interest in the program. 
According to some project leaders, helping teachers to become more knowledgeable in financial topics resulted in 
teachers feeling more confident and willing to participate in the FLP program. Again, involving teachers in 
curriculum creation and refinement also promoted teachers’ “ownership” of the program and content. Several 
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teacher survey respondents liked having internal time to discuss and plan with their colleagues. Teachers and 
project leaders highlighted the importance of helping teachers find time to collaborate. A Putnam teacher noted, 
“When you’re working in the school, you don’t get to be together much, and having sessions together builds a 
working relationship among teachers.” A Revere project leader explained that collaborative sessions help FLP 
teachers to connect and “fight isolation” by meeting with people outside their department and hallway. 
 
As shown in Table 3, most teachers also found PD sessions presented by their FLP teams and by outside 
providers to be useful. These outside providers were usually partner organizations such as the Network for 
Teaching Entrepreneurship, credit unions, and banks. External providers helped teachers understand and 
implement events like the Stock Market Challenge or reality fairs.  
 

Table 3. Usefulness of Professional Development Opportunities and Supports in Preparation for 
Implementation of Financial Literacy Program with Students (from Teacher Survey) 

Professional 
Development 

Opportunity or 
Support 

# of 
Respondents 

My school 
offers this 

opportunity 
or support (N) 

Not Useful Somewhat 
Useful 

Moderately 
Useful Very Useful 

PD provided by an 
external partner, 
individual, or 
organization 

39 24 0% 17% 13% 71% 

PD provided by in-
house staff 

39 25 4% 16% 20% 60% 

FLP team meeting 38 26 4% 4% 23% 69% 

Common planning 
period 

39 25 4% 20% 32% 44% 

Informal, as-
needed meetings 
or conversations 

41 36 0% 11% 39% 50% 

 
Many teacher survey respondents appreciated sessions that presented best practices for experiential activities and 
“making topic[s] authentic and applicable” to students’ lives. Many teachers reported that they benefitted from the 
new materials, activities, teaching strategies, unit outlines, presentations, and software programs presented in the 
PD sessions. These fresh materials helped them to update and improve their financial literacy content. Several 
teachers remarked that by participating in the PD, they understood the curriculum better and could provide better 
instruction and more engaging topics to their students. 
 

Needed Improvements to Professional Development  
Several interviewees recommended improving or expanding PD for FLP teachers. They recognized that this 
would likely require additional time and funding. As noted earlier, competing district priorities meant that 
planning time and PD days were typically allocated to topics other than financial literacy, so a few project leaders 
recommended teacher stipends for out-of-school planning or PD time. Several respondents to the teacher survey 
were also eager to have more collaborative time. One teacher explained that their current monthly meetings were 
not sufficient and they needed additional “common planning time so that [they can] be on the same page when it 
comes to course content.”  
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A few project leaders noted that providing enough individual and group support to FLP staff was challenging. 
Some interviewees and survey respondents noted that additional support and PD was needed because some 
staff—particularly those who had recently joined the program—did not have a strong grasp of financial literacy or 
how to teach it. When these teachers received support, they reportedly delivered financial literacy curriculum 
more effectively and enthusiastically. As schools improve and expand their financial literacy programs, they may 
benefit from providing these types of supports to new faculty.  
 
In addition, many teacher survey respondents were eager for more materials, activities, and ideas to bring into 
their classroom. Respondents requested lesson plans; subject-specific PD sessions (e.g., the history of banking); 
and approaches to teaching dense economic terminology, hands-on strategies, and technology topics. 
 

Partner Organizations 
In the second year of implementation, most grantees have expanded or solidified the roles of current partners, and 
some schools have added new partners. Across the 11 high schools, the number of partnerships grew from 11 in 
the first year to 36 in the second year. Sites were expected to scale up their programs in the second year of 
implementation, and this increase in program partners was a notable sign of program growth. 
 
As shown in Table 4, the 36 external partners included 9 higher education institutions, 7 financial institutions, 7 
financial literacy nonprofit organizations, 6 community-based organizations, 6 private businesses, and 1 
government representative. With the exception of Durfee, all high schools worked with more than one external 
partner. The number of partners does not signify the level of supports provided, however; the extent of support 
provided varied considerably across partners.  
 
Some interviewees indicated that expanding and strengthening partnerships allowed their schools to improve 
existing course content and offer new learning opportunities. In preparation for its Credit for Life Fair in the 
second implementation year, Haverhill enlisted the help of the local Men’s Wearhouse. A store employee planned 
to visit the school and provide a seminar on how students could dress professionally for the event. In another new 
partnership, Worcester students in several vocational shops were paired with Clark University entrepreneurship 
students to develop business plans for a competition within the high school. One teacher believed that this 
partnership has potential for growth, particularly in developing mentoring relationships between the university 
and high school students. A similar partnership developed between Dean and Bay Path College this year: college 
students now meet with Dean students to assist them in navigating a Junior Achievement budgeting simulation 
(JA Finance Park). 
 
Some schools were in the process of generating new partnerships. For example, Quincy’s partnership with Quincy 
College had lapsed because the faculty contact retired, so the district was trying to engage new partners through 
the Quincy Schools Community Partnership Program. Revere reported that its partnership with Wheelock College 
and Lynn was productive during the first two years of the grant, but that Revere no long requires the types of 
support that those partners offered. To support the future of the program and the possibility of making its financial 
literacy course a graduation requirement, Revere project leaders were looking to collaborate with a credit union 
that recently opened a branch in the high school. The credit union may be able to offer internships, facilitate 
community service projects, and develop presentations for students’ families. Durfee already had a strong 
partnership with Junior Achievement but was seeking additional partners because its project leaders believed that 
relationships with the community would promote the long-term sustainability of their FLP program. They planned 
to build on past work with Youth Connections, a youth employment center, to find jobs for the high-risk students 
served by the Durfee program. The leaders also intended to enlist the help of a Durfee alumnus to speak to and 
mentor students.
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Table 4. External Partner Organizations by Site 

Site External Partner Role(s) 

Fall River – BMC Durfee High School Junior Achievement (with Nathan 
Araujo) 

Provides financial literacy curriculum and materials; Provides guest speakers 

 

Haverhill – Haverhill High School Haverhill Bank Provides guest speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event (Credit for Life Fair); 
Provides funding for FLP events and/or materials (Credit for Life Fair); Offers job 
shadowing opportunities  

Coldwell Banker Plans and/or hosts FLP event (Credit for Life Fair); Provides funding for FLP events 
and/or materials (Credit for Life Fair) 

Costello Insurance Plans and/or hosts FLP event (Credit for Life Fair); Provides funding for FLP events 
and/or materials (Credit for Life Fair) 

Cedardale Health Plans and/or hosts FLP event (Credit for Life Fair); Provides funding for FLP events 
and/or materials (Credit for Life Fair) 

Emmaus House Plans and/or hosts FLP event (Credit for Life Fair); Provides funding for FLP events 
and/or materials (Credit for Life Fair) 

Northern Essex Community College Plans and/or hosts FLP event (Credit for Life Fair); Provides funding for FLP events 
and/or materials (Credit for Life Fair) 

Men’s Wearhouse Provides guest speakers 

Holyoke – Dean Technical High School Junior Achievement of Western 
Massachusetts 

Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum; Provides financial literacy 
curriculum and materials; Provides professional development; Provides guest 
speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event (Credit for Life Fair; My Dream, My Future 
Conference); Provides funding for FLP events and/or materials; Offers job 
shadowing opportunities   

Elms College Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum; Provides financial literacy 
curriculum and materials; Provides professional development; Provides guest 
speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event (My Dream, My Future Conference); 
Offers job shadowing opportunities   
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Table 4. External Partner Organizations by Site 

Site External Partner Role(s) 

Credit For Life Western 
Massachusetts 

Provides financial literacy curriculum and materials; Plans and/or hosts FLP event 
(Credit for Life Fair); Provides funding for FLP events and/or materials (Credit for 
Life Fair)  

Bay Path University Provides guest speakers (college students support during JA Finance Park); Offers 
job shadowing opportunities   

Lowell – Lowell High School Jeanne D'Arc Credit Union Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum; Provides professional development; 
Provides guest speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event(s); Provides funding for 
FLP events and/or materials; Offers students work experience in credit union 
branch located in the high school   

International Institute Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum 

Coalition for Better Acre Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum 

Lynn – Lynn Classical High School Valmo Villages (Niaz Karim) Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum; Provides financial literacy 
curriculum and materials; Provides professional development; Provides guest 
speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event(s)  

CenterBoard Provides guest speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event(s)  

Metro Credit Union Provides professional development; Provides guest speakers; Plans and/or hosts 
FLP event(s); Provides funding for FLP events and/or materials   

American Credit Counseling Provides professional development; Provides guest speakers; Plans and/or hosts 
FLP event(s); Provides funding for FLP events and/or materials   

Mass Assets (The Midas 
Collaborative) 

Provides guest speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event(s) 

Wheelock College Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum; Provides financial literacy 
curriculum and materials; Provides professional development 

Quincy – North Quincy High School 

   

Quincy Credit Union Provides financial literacy curriculum and materials; Provides guest speakers; 
Plans and/or hosts FLP event (Credit for Life Fair); Provides funding for FLP events 
and/or materials     
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Table 4. External Partner Organizations by Site 

Site External Partner Role(s) 

Quincy Asian Resources  Provides financial literacy curriculum and materials; Provides guest speakers; High 
School Adult Financial Literacy Program 

Tackey Chan (MA State 
Representative) 

Guest speaker; Offers job shadowing opportunities  

Quincy – Quincy High School Quincy Credit Union Provides financial literacy curriculum and materials; Provides guest speakers; 
Plans and/or hosts FLP event (Credit for Life Fair); Provides funding for FLP events 
and/or materials     

Quincy College Provides funding for FLP events and/or materials; Plans and/or hosts FLP event 
(Job Fair)  

Quincy Asian Resources  Provides financial literacy curriculum and materials; Provides guest speakers; High 
School Adult Financial Literacy Program 

Tackey Chan (MA State 
Representative) 

Offers job shadowing opportunities  

Revere – Revere High School Revere Municipal Credit Union Provides guest speakers; Provides funding for FLP events and/or materials 

Axa Equitable Consultant Provides guest speakers 

Wheelock College Provides professional development 

Salem – Salem High School Cabot Money Management (Rob 
Lutts, President and Chief 
Investment Officer) 

Provides guest speakers; Provides funding for FLP event (Credit for Life Fair) and 
academic scholarship  

Salem State University  Hosts FLP event (Credit for Life Fair) 

Springfield – Putnam Vocational 
Technical Academy 

Junior Achievement of Western 
Massachusetts 

Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum; Provides financial literacy 
curriculum and materials; Provides professional development; Provides guest 
speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event(s); Provides funding for FLP events and/or 
materials; Offers job shadowing opportunities  
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Table 4. External Partner Organizations by Site 

Site External Partner Role(s) 

Elms College Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum; Provides financial literacy 
curriculum and materials; Provides professional development; Provides guest 
speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event(s); Provides funding for FLP events and/or 
materials; Offers job shadowing opportunities  

Springfield Technical Community 
College 

Provides guest speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event(s); Provides funding for 
FLP events and/or materials; Offers job shadowing opportunities  

Western New England University Plans and/or hosts FLP event(s)  

MassMutual Provides guest speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event(s); Provides funding for 
FLP events and/or materials; Provides mentoring program    

Western Massachusetts Credit For 
Life  

Provides financial literacy curriculum and materials; Provides guest speakers; Plans 
and/or hosts FLP event(s); Provides funding for FLP events and/or materials  

 

 

  

Bay Path University Provides guest speakers; Offers job shadowing opportunities  

Worcester – Worcester Technical High 
School 

Worcester Credit Union Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum; Provides financial literacy 
curriculum and materials; Provides funding for FLP events and/or materials; Offers 
job shadowing opportunities  

Network For Teaching 
Entrepreneurship 

Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum; Provides financial literacy 
curriculum and materials; Provides professional development; Provides guest 
speakers; Plans and/or hosts FLP event(s); Provides funding for FLP events and/or 
materials   

Clark University Assists in planning financial literacy curriculum; Provides guest speakers; Plans 
and/or hosts FLP event(s); College student support of business plan capstones 
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Roles of External Partners 
Partner organizations played diverse roles in the second year of FLP implementation. For the most part, these 
roles fell into three main categories: curriculum and instruction support, guest speakers / mentors / role models, 
and expanded resources. Some partners played several roles in the context of a high school’s FLP program – for 
example, Quincy and North Quincy High Schools developed a multifaceted partnership with Quincy Credit Union 
Other partners engaged in just one or two roles, such as hosting an FLP event (e.g., Salem State University) or 
furnishing guest speakers (e.g., Bay Path University). Project leaders were overwhelmingly positive about the 
benefits of community partnerships—particularly in terms of the expertise and overall spirit of support that 
outside organizations bring to the implementation of the program.  
 

Curriculum and Instruction Support 

• Provide established curriculum and materials: Some high schools have used established curriculum 
and materials from various financial literacy education organizations (e.g., the Network for Teaching 
Entrepreneurship), colleges and universities (e.g., Elms College), and financial institutions (e.g., Quincy 
Credit Union). Also, the Western and Southeast Massachusetts chapters of Junior Achievement provide 
extensive curriculum materials that can inform entire courses (e.g., JA Economics). A Durfee project 
leader acknowledged the value of this expansive curriculum, but also noted that he has appreciated simple 
JA tools such as a graphic organizer that he uses with his students.  

• Develop courses and adapt curriculum: Over the course of the grant, several partners have assisted 
high schools’ development of FLP curriculum and have contributed to the refinement of their financial 
literacy programs in the second year of implementation. As previously noted, Wheelock College and 
Valmo Villages conducted a workshop with Lynn project leaders at the end of the school year to improve 
implementation of their curriculum. 

• Professional development: Partners provided various forms of professional development, including 
workshops, online lessons and materials, model lessons, and as-needed consultations. Those that provided 
professional development were often organizations that also had a substantial role in providing and/or 
developing curriculum, such as Valmo Villages, Junior Achievement, Jeanne D’Arc Credit Union, Elms 
College, the Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship, and Wheelock College.  

• Volunteer instructors: A few partners provided trained financial literacy instructors to the high schools. 
Volunteer instructors drawn from the local business community are a central feature of the Junior 
Achievement model. Junior Achievement of Western Massachusetts provided Dean and Putnam with 
volunteers who help to implement curriculum and activities such as “JA in a Day” and “JA Be 
Entrepreneurial.” This involvement was particularly extensive at Putnam, which reported that more than 
70 volunteers drawn from local colleges, businesses, and other parts of the community supported financial 
literacy programming in the second year of implementation. In Lowell, Jeanne D’Arc Credit Union staff 
visited the school to give a presentation to students. Project leaders explained that this was valuable 
because “They are experts, we aren’t.” The Lowell leaders reported that teachers learned new 
instructional tools and reinforced their own financial literacy knowledge from watching the credit union 
staff’s presentations. They pointed out that gaps in teachers own financial literacy makes it daunting to 
teach some of the modules. By modeling instruction, the credit union presenters showed effective 
approaches to teaching the curriculum.  
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Speakers, Mentors, Role Models  

• Speakers: Partners provided entrepreneurs, bankers, business people, and other community leaders as 
speakers in several of the high schools. For example, through their partnership with Junior Achievement, 
Durfee developed a relationship with local business owner Nathan Araujo. His speaking and interaction 
with students was, according to a project leader, an “unbelievable” part of their program. His approach as 
a young entrepreneur was engaging to students. They could relate to him and felt excited to learn from a 
successful person from their own community. In addition to exciting students, he helped students learn 
entrepreneurship strategies, such as starting small and then making additional investments in larger 
ventures. Putnam project leaders reported a similar experience and benefit from Junior Achievement 
speakers—in particular Mychal Connolly, who owns Stinky Cakes (a baby-shower gift company), and 
John Fortino of the Vermont Teddy Bear company. Putnam students listened to and felt inspired by 
successful business people who were from their own city. One project leader explained that speakers are 
valuable because students can become bored with the teacher they see and hear every day, but an outside 
expert—such as a businessperson, a professor, or even a college student—garners their attention.  

• Events and conferences: Some partners facilitated students’ attendance at events and conferences. Junior 
Achievement supported Putnam and Dean students’ attendance at the My Dream My Future conference. 
This event, hosted by Elms College, brought these students together to network with a variety of 
professionals, including lawyers, engineers, corporate directors, bankers, school administrators, and 
journalists. MassMutual Academic Achiever students from Putnam attended the Building Your Future 
conference. Presented by MassMutual and Western New England University, the conference allowed 
students to “construct a blueprint for their education and careers.”  

• Mentors and internships: Worcester and Dean developed relationships with local institutions of higher 
education that brought college students into the classroom to help high school students with financial 
literacy activities. In Worcester, Clark University entrepreneurship students were paired with high school 
students to develop capstone projects for which they needed to write a business plan, culminating in a 
business plan competition. Worcester project leaders reported that their students benefitted considerably 
from this arrangement; they heard advice from new sources, gained interest in going to college, and began 
a mentor/mentee relationship that might last beyond the capstone project. Similarly, with the support of 
Junior Achievement, Dean developed a partnership that brought Bay Path University students into the 
high school to support the JA Finance Park budgeting simulation. A Dean teacher was satisfied with the 
partnership and reported that the one-on-one interaction encouraged students and made them feel “visible 
and important.” Quincy built a relationship with Massachusetts State Representative Tackey Chan, who 
not only spoke at the high school but also offered an internship to one Quincy student.  

 

Expanded Resources 
• Funding, space, and personnel for financial literacy events: Several project leaders believed that 

maintaining existing partnerships and cultivating new ones will help to ensure the sustainability of their 
financial literacy programs past the life of the FLP grant. For example, several schools worked with credit 
unions, banks, and businesses that provided funding, materials, and volunteers to implement Credit for 
Life Fairs. Salem worked with Cabot Money Management and People’s United Bank to plan and fund 
their financial literacy reality fair for seniors. Higher education partners have hosted events, such as 
Springfield Technical Community College’s Women in Business program, Elms College’s My Dream 
My Future conference, and Western New England University’s Building Your Future conference. Some 
partners also connected high schools to additional community members and organizations. Junior 
Achievement of Southeastern Massachusetts connected Durfee project leaders with local businesses that 
could provide guest speakers. Valmo Villages helped Lynn’s team connect with new organizations and 
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played a considerable facilitation role in “making all of [Lynn’s] partners work together and coordinates 
partnership activities,” including their Family Financial Fluency event. 

 

Evolution of External Partnerships 
Many project leaders reported that as high schools became more familiar with their financial literacy curricula and 
programs, curriculum and instruction support from outside organizations decreased but became more targeted. For 
example, Lowell’s work with the International Institute is now targeted to developing financial literacy 
curriculum for ELL students, rather than for the entire student body. Similarly, the first two years of Revere’s 
partnership with Wheelock College focused on workshops, content, and instructive case studies, but during the 
2014–15 school year the emphasis shifted to expanding course offerings, materials, internships, and community 
service projects.  
 
While Lynn retained their close partnerships with Wheelock and Valmo Villages, they added new partnerships 
with American Credit Counseling and The Midas Collaborative. Putnam, Dean, and Durfee had worked closely 
with Junior Achievement, and through this relationship each school has been connected to additional community 
organizations and leaders that are providing experiential activities, speakers, and curriculum and instruction 
support. For example, Putnam and Dean began partnerships with Western Massachusetts Credit for Life, and both 
continue to develop relationships with local institutions of higher education. Generally, project leaders from all of 
the FLP high schools were open to or actively looking for new or expanded partnerships. 
 

Curriculum Content and Implementation 
In the second year of implementation, the 11 FLP high schools continued to employ diverse program models 
designed to meet their unique needs, populations, and priorities. Most high schools added courses or other 
components to improve their programs or scale up to reach more students. Scale up is discussed further in the 
“Student Participation by Grade and Program Year” section later in the report. As in the previous year, all high 
schools integrated part or all of their program into existing courses or academic programs. 
 
Six sites targeted 9th graders with some or all of their FLP programs. Haverhill integrated financial literacy 
components across its freshman seminars. Dean, Lynn, and Revere integrated financial literacy components in 
their freshman mathematics courses. Putnam offered freshmen a JA in A Day intervention, which is a day-long 
condensed version of JA’s Economics for Success program.  
 
Four high schools—Durfee, Haverhill, Quincy, and North Quincy—targeted special populations of students 
during the second year of implementation. The Durfee FLP team relocated its program from its Freshman 
Academy to its out-of-school-time learning program, the 21st Century Community Learning Center. Durfee 
project leaders noted that this change was intended to improve the quality of the program, not to reach more 
students. The first year of implementation had been challenging, and Durfee’s project leaders believed that the 
program would be more successful in the new setting. Haverhill added financial literacy elements to their night 
school program. Quincy and North Quincy continued to focus primarily on programs for special populations, 
including ELL students, students with social-emotional needs, teen mothers, and evening school students. 
 
A handful of schools continued to offer financial literacy activities that were not part of courses or programs. A 
popular activity—offered by eight sites—was a Credit for Life fair, an event where students must make budgetary 
decisions based on their income and credit score. Three sites offered financial literacy fairs that were not affiliated 
with Credit for Life. Lynn planned to hold a Family Financial Fluency event again for students and parents, 
showcasing students’ financial knowledge in a quiz show-like competition and offering supports such as credit 
counseling. Through their work with Junior Achievement, Putnam and Dean both offered conferences (My Dream 
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My Future) that were offered to a general student population rather than to students who were enrolled in a 
particular class. Worcester offered a career fair and an Advanced Placement night as part of its FLP program. 
 
Most grantees expanded or considerably altered their FLP program in the second year of implementation. The 
following list summarizes notable expansions and/or changes: 

• BMC Durfee High School – FLP program was formerly implemented across Freshman Academy classes 
and is now housed in the school’s 21st Century Community Learning Center, a voluntary out-of-school-
time program that targets students who are struggling or have social-emotional needs.  The FLP program 
is credit bearing. 

• Dean Technical High School – Addition of financial literacy components in Freshman Algebra course. 

• Haverhill High School – Addition of “Earning, Learning, and Investing” stand-alone financial literacy 
class open to juniors and seniors. Addition of a semester of financial literacy components in Haverhill’s 
Night School program. 

• Lowell High School – Expansion of FLP program from mathematics seminar to all seminars in the 
Freshman Academy (in the second semester). 

• Lynn Classical High School – Financial literacy components added to four courses: Algebra II (eight 
sections), Algebra III (five sections), Pre-calculus, and Spanish II (nine sections). 

• Putnam Vocational Technical Academy – Addition of program components including JA In a Day 
event for freshmen, the JA EnTEENpreneur “Shark Tank” Challenge for students in Retail and 
Marketing, Design and Visual, and Business shops, and JA Finance Park Virtual for Career Planning 
Students. 

• Quincy and North Quincy High Schools – Financial literacy components added to Pre-English language 
learners program. 

• Revere High School – Addition of a stand-alone, quarter-long financial literacy elective (primarily for 
juniors and seniors). 

• Salem High School – Addition of a financial literacy reality fair in partnership with Cabot Money 
Management and Peoples United Bank, held at Salem State University. 

• Worcester Technical High School – Expansion of financial literacy components (from Network for 
Teaching Entrepreneurship curriculum) to Cosmetology and Electromechanical shops, and the Pre-
calculus course. 

 
Some project leaders indicated plans to grow their programs further in FY16. For example, Haverhill anticipated 
integrating financial literacy components into its life skills program in the 2015–16 school year and its summer 
camp. In addition, several schools’ project leaders said they would like to make a financial literacy class or 
component mandatory for all students. Revere leaders noted that their long-term plan of making the course 
mandatory would be a budgetary challenge because it would mean hiring at least one more teacher. 
 
For each site’s courses and/or academic programs, Table 5 lists the curriculum, academic department, grade levels 
enrolled, required or elective status, and duration. In general, standalone interventions and experiential activities 
such as Credit for Life Fairs are listed separately in Table 7 on page 30. Additionally, Table 25 in Appendix B 
shows more detailed student participation in each of the sites’ courses and academic programs.
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Table 5. Financial Literacy Pilot Interventions and Courses, by Site 

Site Intervention or 
Course Curricula  Academic 

Department 
Grade 
Levels 

Required, 
Elective, or 
Voluntary 

Duration 

Fall River – BMC 
Durfee High School 

Durfee 21st Century 
Community Learning 
Center  

Developed by Durfee FLP team with 
materials and input from Junior 
Achievement and Baycoast Bank 

N/A 9–12 Voluntary 
program 

Half year (beginning in 
January due to 
delayed participation in 
grant) 

Haverhill – Haverhill 
High School 

Money 
Matters/Banking 

Developed by Haverhill FLP team with 
materials from National Endowment for 
Financial Education (NEFE), banking 
textbook, Junior Achievement (Finance 
Park), and On Your Own Coast-to-Coast 
game 

N/A 9–12 Elective Two quarters 

Earning, Learning, 
and Investing 

Developed by Haverhill FLP team with 
materials from Earning, Learning, and 
Investing for a New Generation Textbooks, 
Virtual Business Game from Knowledge 
Matters 

EBiT Academy 
Business/ 
Accounting Strand 

11, 12 Required as part 
of the strand  

Two quarters 

Night School Program Developed by Haverhill FLP team with 
materials from NEFE (primarily) and On 
Your Own Coast-to-Coast game 

N/A 9–12 Required for 
students enrolled 
in Night School 
Program 

Half year (beginning in 
January) 

Holyoke – Dean 
Technical High 
School 

Personal Finance Developed by Dean FLP team with 
curriculum, materials, and guidance from 
Junior Achievement of Western 
Massachusetts.  

Mathematics  12 Elective Full year 

Freshman Algebra Developed by Dean FLP team with 
curriculum, materials, and guidance from 
Junior Achievement of Western 
Massachusetts. 

Mathematics  9 Required for 
freshmen 

Full year 
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Table 5. Financial Literacy Pilot Interventions and Courses, by Site 

Site Intervention or 
Course Curricula  Academic 

Department 
Grade 
Levels 

Required, 
Elective, or 
Voluntary 

Duration 

Lowell – Lowell High 
School 

Freshman Academy Developed by Lowell FLP team with 
materials from NEFE (primarily) and input 
from Lowell High School’s mathematics and 
business teachers  

Across subject 
areas in Freshman 
Seminar 

9 Requirement for 
freshmen 

Second semester of 
Freshman Seminar 

 Personal Finance Stand-alone personal finance course 
modified and enhanced by Lowell FLP team 
with input from Lowell High School’s 
Mathematics and business teachers.  

Business 10-12 Elective Semester-long course 

Accounting Modified and enhanced by Lowell FLP team 
with input from Lowell High School’s 
Mathematics and business teachers.  

Business 10-12 Elective Components included 
in year-long course 

Lynn – Lynn Classical 
High School 

Algebra I (8 sections) Financial literacy–infused mathematics 
lessons developed by Lynn mathematics 
faculty and Valmo Villages’ Financial 
Fluency curriculum 

Mathematics 
Department 

9 Required Components included 
in year-long course 

Algebra II (8 sections) Financial literacy–infused mathematics 
lessons developed by Lynn mathematics 
faculty and Valmo Villages’ Financial 
Fluency curriculum 

Mathematics 
Department 

10,11,12 Required Components included 
in year-long course 

Algebra III – College 
Algebra (5 sections) 

Financial literacy–infused mathematics 
lessons developed by Lynn faculty and 
Valmo Villages’ Financial Fluency 
curriculum 

Mathematics 
Department 

11,12 Class in 
mathematics 
course sequence 

Components included 
in year-long course 

Pre-Calculus Financial literacy–infused mathematics 
lessons developed by Lynn math faculty 
and Valmo Villages’ Financial Fluency 
curriculum 

Mathematics 
Department 

11,12 Class in 
mathematics 
course sequence 

Components included 
in year-long course 
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Table 5. Financial Literacy Pilot Interventions and Courses, by Site 

Site Intervention or 
Course Curricula  Academic 

Department 
Grade 
Levels 

Required, 
Elective, or 
Voluntary 

Duration 

Computer Literacy (4 
sections) 

Financial literacy–infused lessons 
developed by Lynn faculty and Valmo 
Villages’ Financial Fluency curriculum 

Applied Technology 
Department 

9 (primarily) Elective Semester-long course 
(offered both 
semesters) 

Financial Literacy (2 
sections) 

Developed by Lynn faculty with materials 
from NEFE, Council for Economic 
Education and input from Valmo Villages 

Social Studies 
Department 

11, 12 Elective Full year 

Street Law (2 
sections) 

Two-week stand-alone module developed 
by Lynn social sciences faculty with input 
from Valmo Villages 

Social Studies 
Department 

11, 12 Elective Two-week stand-alone 
module in a year-long 
course 

Spanish II (9 sections) Developed by Lynn Spanish faculty with 
input from Valmo Villages  

Foreign Languages 
Department 

9, 10, 11 Elective Year-long, financial 
literacy components in 
second semester 

Quincy – North 
Quincy High School 

   

Gaining Opportunities 
and Acquiring 
Learning Skills 

Developed by Quincy and North Quincy 
FLP Team with materials from NEFE, 
St. Louis and Arizona Federal Reserve 
Banks, JumpStart, and Quincy Credit 
Union; customizable to students’ needs  

Special Population 11, 12 
(primarily) 

N/A Components included 
in year-long program 

Positive Academic 
and Social Success 
Program 

Developed by Quincy and North Quincy 
FLP Team with materials from NEFE, 
St. Louis and Arizona Federal Reserve 
Banks, JumpStart, and Quincy Credit 
Union; customizable to students’ needs 

Special Population 11, 12  N/A Components included 
in year-long program 

English Language 
Learners Program 

Developed by Quincy and North Quincy 
FLP Team with materials from NEFE, 
St. Louis and Arizona Federal Reserve 
Banks, JumpStart, and Quincy Credit 
Union; customizable to students’ needs 

Special Population  11, 12  N/A Components included 
in year-long program 
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Table 5. Financial Literacy Pilot Interventions and Courses, by Site 

Site Intervention or 
Course Curricula  Academic 

Department 
Grade 
Levels 

Required, 
Elective, or 
Voluntary 

Duration 

Business Technology 
Program 

Focus on aligning financial literacy content 
with Common Core’s speaking and listening 
components as well as Quincy FLP team-
developed curriculum  

Career and 
Technical 
Education Business 
Technology 
Program 

11, 12 Required for 
students in 
Business 
Technology 
program  

Components included 
in the first year of a 2-
year program 

Quincy – Quincy High 
School 

Quincy Teen Mothers 
Program 

Developed by Quincy and North Quincy 
FLP Team with materials from NEFE, St. 
Louis and Arizona Federal Reserve Banks, 
JumpStart, and Quincy Credit Union, 
customizable to students’ needs 

Special Population 11, 12 
(primarily) 

N/A Components included 
in year-long program 

Quincy Evening High 
School  

See above Special Population 11, 12 N/A Components included 
in year-long program 

Pre-English Language 
Learners Program 

See above Special Population  11, 12  N/A Components included 
in year-long program 

Business Technology 
Program 

Focus on aligning financial literacy content 
with Common Core’s speaking and listening 
components as well as Quincy FLP team-
developed curriculum  

Career and 
Technical 
Education Business 
Technology 
Program 

11, 12 Students choose 
to enroll in 
Business 
Technology 
Program  

Components included 
in the first year of a 2-
year program 

Revere – Revere High 
School 

Financial Literacy 
course 

Four financial literacy units developed by 
Revere FLP team with materials from 
NEFE, Federal Reserve, and other 
materials  

None 11, 12 
(primarily) 

Elective One quarter (block 
schedule – 60 hours) 

Advisory Period – 
Financial Literacy 
Weeks 

Components of curriculum developed by 
Revere FLP team 

N/A 9–12 Required Two week-long 
interventions 
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Table 5. Financial Literacy Pilot Interventions and Courses, by Site 

Site Intervention or 
Course Curricula  Academic 

Department 
Grade 
Levels 

Required, 
Elective, or 
Voluntary 

Duration 

Grade 9 Mathematics  Typical mathematics curriculum with 
embedded concepts from curriculum 
developed by Revere FLP team curricula 

Mathematics 9 Required Full year 

Salem – Salem High 
School 

Money Matters Developed by Salem FLP team with 
materials from NEFE and University of 
Arizona’s Family Economics and Financial 
Education program 

Business 12 Elective One semester 

Springfield – Putnam 
Vocational Technical 
Academy 

Retail and Marketing Activities and curriculum provided by / 
developed with Junior Achievement of 
Western MA including: Entrepreneur Talk at 
STCC, JA Be Entrepreneurial, Entrepreneur 
Buying Trip to NYC, JA Future Financiers 
and JA Stock Investing Competition, JA 
Economics for Success, Entrepreneur 
Event (with Mychal Connolly and John 
Sortino), JA Economics for Success (with 
Bay Path Volunteers), JA Company 
Program, JA Finance Park Virtual, Women 
in Business Program at STCC, JA 
EnTEENpreneur Challenge, JA My Dream 
My Future Conference, JA High School 
Heroes, and JA Titan School Competition  

Retail and 
Marketing strand 

10–12 Students choose 
to enroll in Retail 
and Marketing 
Strand 

Ongoing activities 
throughout school year 
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Table 5. Financial Literacy Pilot Interventions and Courses, by Site 

Site Intervention or 
Course Curricula  Academic 

Department 
Grade 
Levels 

Required, 
Elective, or 
Voluntary 

Duration 

Business Activities provided by / developed with 
Junior Achievement of Western MA 
including: Entrepreneur Buying Trip to NYC, 
JA Future Financiers and JA Stock 
Investing Competition, Entrepreneur Event 
(with Mychal Connolly and John Sortino), 
JA Finance Park Virtual, Women in 
Business Program at STCC, JA 
EnTEENpreneur Challenge, JA My Dream 
My Future Conference, JA High School 
Heroes, and JA Titan School Competition 

Business strand 10–12 Students choose 
to enroll in 
Business strand 

Ongoing activities 
throughout school year 

Robotics Activities provided by/developed with Junior 
Achievement of Western MA including: JA 
Future Financiers and JA Stock Investing 
Competition and JA Titan School 
Competition  

Robotics strand 10–12 Students choose 
to enroll in 
Robotics strand 

Activities in fall and 
spring semesters  

Enrichment (Math and 
English) 

Activities provided by Junior Achievement of 
Western MA including: JA Future Financiers 
and JA Stock Investing Competition 

NA 9–12 Required for 
those students 
placed in 
enrichment 

Activities in the fall 
semester 

Allied Health Activities provided by / developed with 
Junior Achievement of Western MA 
including: JA Future Financiers and JA 
Stock Investing Competition 

Allied Health strand 10–12 Students choose 
to enroll in Allied 
Health strand 

Activities in the fall 
semester 

Mass Mutual 
Academic Achievers 

Activities provided by / developed with 
Junior Achievement of Western MA and 
Mass Mutual including: JA Future 
Financiers and JA Stock Investing 
Competition, Build Your Future Conference, 
JA My Dream My Future Conference 

NA 10–12 This program is 
designed for 
students who 
excel at Putnam 

Ongoing activities 
throughout school year 
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Table 5. Financial Literacy Pilot Interventions and Courses, by Site 

Site Intervention or 
Course Curricula  Academic 

Department 
Grade 
Levels 

Required, 
Elective, or 
Voluntary 

Duration 

Design and Visual Activities provided by / developed with 
Junior Achievement of Western MA 
including: Entrepreneur Event (with Mychal 
Connolly and John Sortino) and JA 
EnTEENpreneur Challenge 

Design and Visual 
strand 

10–12 Students choose 
to enroll in 
Design and 
Visual strand 

Activities in the spring 
semester 

Horticulture  Activities provided by / developed with 
Junior Achievement of Western MA 
including: JA High School Heroes 

Horticulture strand 11 Students choose 
to enroll in 
Horticulture 
strand 

One time activity in 
spring semester (April) 

Career Planning  Activity provided by with Junior 
Achievement of Western MA including: JA 
Finance Park Virtual  

NA 10–12 Elective Ongoing activity 
throughout school year 

Economics  Curriculum and activities provided by JA of 
Western MA including JA Economics, JA 
My Dream My Future Conference 

NA 11,12 Elective One semester 

JA in a Day JA’s Economics for Success (exploratory 
program version) 

NA 9 Required One day 

H&R Block 
Knowledge Matters 

Online curriculum developed by H&R Block 
with lessons including Personal Finance, 
Retailing, Management, and Restaurant 

NA 9–12 Voluntary  Students can access 
lessons as desired (5 
year access for entire 
school) 

Worcester – 
Worcester Technical 
High School 

Cosmetology Trade NFTE curriculum components, New York 
Wholesale District buying trip and bazaar 
exercise, and business plan capstones 
(including partnering with Clark University 
Entrepreneurship students) 

See Intervention or 
Course column  

10–12 Students choose 
to enroll in a 
trade 

Financial literacy 
components included 
in year-long trade 
program 

Electromechanical 
Trade 

NFTE curriculum components and business 
plan capstones (including partnering with 
Clark University Entrepreneurship students) 

See Intervention or 
Course column  

10–12 Students choose 
to enroll in a 
trade 

Financial literacy 
components included 
in year-long trade 
program 
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Table 5. Financial Literacy Pilot Interventions and Courses, by Site 

Site Intervention or 
Course Curricula  Academic 

Department 
Grade 
Levels 

Required, 
Elective, or 
Voluntary 

Duration 

Finance and 
Marketing Trade  

NFTE curriculum components and Financial 
Literacy Initiative outreach presentations to 
community groups (in partnership with 
Worcester Credit Union) 

See Intervention or 
Course column  

10–12 Students choose 
to enroll in a 
trade 

Financial literacy 
components included 
in year-long trade 
program 

Hospitality and 
Restaurant 
Management Trade  

NFTE curriculum components and New 
York Wholesale District buying trip and 
bazaar exercise 

See Intervention or 
Course column  

10–12 Students choose 
to enroll in a 
trade 

Financial literacy 
components included 
in year-long trade 
program 

Programming and 
Web Development 
Trade 

NFTE curriculum components and business 
plan capstone projects 

See Intervention or 
Course column  

10–12 Students choose 
to enroll in a 
trade 

Financial literacy 
components included 
in year-long trade 
program 

Pre-Calculus  Five weeks of “financial literacy 
enhancement” using NFTE components 

Mathematics  12 Elective 
(dependent on 
mathematics 
ability) 

One quarter 
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Teachers Delivering FLP Curriculum 
Two hundred and thirty-one teachers provided financial literacy curriculum across the 11 FLP sites. In nine of the 
high schools, from two to nine educators participated. Lowell and Revere high schools’ programs were directed to 
an entire grade or to the whole school population (the Freshman Academy and Advisory Periods, respectively), 
and thus involved a far greater number of educators.  Table 6 below contains the complete results. 
 

Table 6. Number of Educators Delivering FLP Curriculum, by Site 

Site 
Number of 
Educators 

Fall River – BMC Durfee High School 7 

Haverhill – Haverhill High School 4 

Holyoke – Dean Technical High School 2 

Lowell – Lowell High School 53 

Lynn – Lynn Classical High School 9 

Quincy – Quincy and North Quincy High Schools 4 

Quincy – Quincy High Schools 3 

Revere – Revere High School 130 

Salem – Salem High School 2 

Springfield – Putnam Vocational Technical Academy 9 

Worcester – Worcester Technical High School 8 

Total 231 

 

Alignment with Financial Literacy, Mathematics, and Technology Standards 
The FLP grant requires high schools to provide financial literacy curricula that align with the Council of 
Economic Education’s six National Standards for Financial Literacy, as well as with three topics from the 
Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics and the Massachusetts Technology Literacy Standards 
and Expectations. Grantees reported using the initial planning year and the first year of implementation to align 
their programs with these standards and topics. In both implementation years, project leaders from every site 
reported that their high school had incorporated the relevant financial literacy, mathematics, and technology 
standards into their FLP programming. 
 
Many of the high schools initially worked with community partners to align their program with the standards. 
Most schools have concluded this process, but some were continuing. For example, Lynn originally partnered 
with Wheelock College and Valmo Villages to align each module to the relevant standards; the high school 
planned a year-end workshop with these organizations to continue refining this work. 
 
Teachers and FLP teams are also continuing alignment efforts internally. Some project leaders reported that 
alignment concerns were addressed in planning meetings, PLCs, and FLP team meetings. Project leaders from 
CTE schools noted that many of the financial and economic standards were addressed in trade frameworks that 
were already in place, and Worcester leaders remarked that the NEASC review process required them to make 
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further alignments between vocational curricula and state frameworks and standards. Project leaders also noted 
that some individual teachers make the effort to connect their content and instruction to the financial literacy, 
mathematics, and technology standards. For example, a Dean project leader reported that the teacher offering a 
stand-alone financial literacy course developed ways to incorporate mathematics concepts into his instruction, 
such as algebraic formulas for determining interest and income.  
 
Several high schools reported that established curricula procured from community partners or other sources were 
helpful in the alignment process. Haverhill leaders reported that each module of the National Endowment for 
Financial Education (NEFE) curriculum covered a financial literacy standard area. Revere and Salem project 
leaders said that their team combined NEFE curriculum with materials from other sources (e.g., the Federal 
Reserve and the University of Arizona’s Family Economics & Financial Education) to create a program that was 
both relevant to students and addressed the financial literacy standards. Worcester leaders reported that the 
Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship curriculum helped them stay aligned with standards, and Dean and 
Putnam indicated that the Junior Achievement curriculum is specifically designed to address financial literacy and 
Common Core standards.  
 
The integration of mathematics and technology standards regarding algebraic equations, exponents, and 
spreadsheets was particularly varied across schools. Most mathematics teachers found that they could easily 
connect their existing mathematics instruction to personal finance, and that doing so enhanced their classes and 
“put mathematics in a personal context” for students. Putnam project leaders reported that mathematics and 
technology were already embedded in Junior Achievement materials and activities they used, including JA Titan, 
JA Finance Park, and JA Economics for Success. They also said that experiential activities, such as the New York 
City wholesale buying trip, afforded students the opportunity to apply exponents and algebra when calculating 
profits. 
 
In some schools, the integration of mathematics and technology topics was more challenging. Salem leaders 
found that using spreadsheets was difficult for many students and that using an online tool (instead of a formula) 
to calculate compound interest was more effective. Quincy leaders noted that integrating mathematics concepts 
was challenging in their special population programs, where students were already struggling with similar 
content. Nonetheless, they were still able to cover some relevant concepts, such as exponential growth. A Lynn 
project leader said that mathematics concepts can be “a more complex piece of financial literacy,” but that FLP 
teachers in disciplines other than mathematics were able to find places in their lessons to cover calculating rates 
and percentages. 
 

Experiential Activities 
Most project leaders stressed that for a program to successfully teach financial literacy concepts, it must focus on 
two components: (1) hands-on activities and (2) skills that could be practically applied in daily life. Salem 
teachers reported that their goal was to teach students to “think practically about practical things.” Teachers and 
administrators reported again this year that students liked experiential opportunities: students were engaged, asked 
good questions, and applied previously learned concepts. While some schools focused on advanced economic, 
marketing, and business content, most interviewees felt that teaching “everyday” skills—such as college costs and 
planning, use of credit cards, saving for luxury items or experiences like the senior prom, and opening a checking 
account—translated to greater student interest.  
 
The schools that concentrated their FLP work on economic and business content—as opposed to more everyday 
financial activities—did so with the intention of tailoring their program to students’ current interests and their 
post-high school plans. Respondents from these schools said that many students attend vocational high schools, 
such as Worcester and Putnam, because they want careers as entrepreneurs and businesspeople. 
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Types of Experiential Activities 
The grant program requires that each participating high school “include a student project, reality fair or similar 
experience for the students that demonstrates applications of mathematics and financial literacy standards in the 
context of personal financial situations.” Table 7 below summarizes the experiential activities offered by each 
site. The most common activities were personal or household budgets (N=9), Credit for Life fairs (N=8), business 
or financial plans (N=7), capstone or year-end projects (N=6), online tools and apps (N=4), and Junior 
Achievement’s Stock Market Challenge (N=3). Other types of experiential activities included a dress-for-success 
session, the My Dream My Future Conference, a job fair, and creating market research reports. 
 
Benefits of Experiential Activities 
Experiential activities were frequently cited as the more successful aspects of grantees’ FLP programs. The most 
frequently reported student outcomes included improved student engagement, development of hard and soft skills, 
greater knowledge retention, and peer-to-peer learning. These benefits are discussed in the student impact section 
later in this report.  
 
Beyond positive impacts on students, leaders reported expanded opportunities to assess student learning, and 
community outreach and engagement. Hands-on or experiential components, especially presentations and 
projects, were widely viewed as the best way to assess whether students understood and could apply personal 
finance vocabulary and concepts in real-life scenarios. Credit for Life fairs were frequently mentioned as an 
opportunity to see whether students could bring together a broad range of financial literacy skills and knowledge. 
Other highly regarded types of projects included business plans (Worcester) and technology-related capstones 
(Quincy). Quincy teachers explained that their technology capstones “have just been the perfect way to assess 
students” because, unlike typical written tests, capstone assignments can be tailored to the program and to the 
individual students. Several teacher survey respondents noted that developing more ways to incorporate hands-on, 
real-world activities into their FLP programs would be valuable. 
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Table 7. Student Participation in Experiential Financial Literacy Activities by Site 

Site Credit for 
Life Fair 

Other 
Reality Fair 

JA Stock 
Market 

Challenge 

Online/App 
Stock 
Market 
Game 

Capstone 
or Year-

end Project 

Financial 
Literacy or 
Business 
Portfolio 

Personal 
or 

Household 
Budget 

Business 
or 

Financial 
Plan 

Job 
Shadowing Other 

BMC Durfee HS (Fall River) N/A N/A N/A 75 N/A N/A 75 75 N/A 75 

Dean Tech HS (Holyoke) 75 403 15 N/A 15 15 105 10 N/A 19 

Haverhill HS 45 N/A N/A 30 N/A N/A 30 30 5 50 

Lowell HS 315 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Lynn Classical HS  N/A 100 N/A 100 N/A 100 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

North Quincy HS 17 N/A 17 4 80 17 76 17 N/A 57 

Putnam VTA (Springfield) 50 65 92 92 60 N/A 585 238 N/A 183 

Quincy HS 12 N/A N/A 36 41 N/A 41 N/A N/A 36 

Revere HS N/A N/A N/A 109 109 109 109 109 N/A N/A 

Salem HS 60 N/A N/A 80 N/A N/A 80 N/A N/A N/A 

Worcester Tech HS 450 N/A N/A 60 53 N/A 156 92 14 28 

Total # of High Schools  8 3 3 9 6 4 9 7 2 7 

Total # of Students 1024 568 124 586 358 241 1257 571 19 448 
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Facilitating Factors in FLP Implementation 
The most commonly named factors that facilitated FLP implementation included having the benefit of experience 
and reflection, embedding financial literacy content in existing courses and programs, teacher buy-in, the use of 
technology, and community partnerships. The first four of these topics are discussed next; community partnerships 
were discussed earlier. 
 
Benefit of experience and reflection 
Most interviewees reported that the financial literacy curriculum improved in Year 2 because of lessons learned 
from Year 1. For example, Lowell’s experience with integrating financial content into their freshman mathematics 
seminar last year was so successful that they decided to expand it to all freshman seminars this year. They 
described this change as moving from “limited impact” to a situation where all students could benefit from the 
curriculum that had been developed. The high school is now in the process of adapting this curriculum to meet the 
needs of ELL students more effectively. Durfee has substantially changed the focus of its FLP program after 
reflecting on the first year of implementation. Project leaders found that implementing financial literacy curriculum 
in the Freshman Academy did not yield strong student outcomes, in part because of a lack of buy-in from the 
Academy teachers who were unfamiliar with the financial curriculum. In response, Durfee chose to concentrate its 
credit bearing financial literacy programming in an out-of-school-time learning program (i.e., their 21st Century 
Community Learning Center).  
 
Embedding Financial Literacy Content to Promote Program Sustainability 
One of the most common measures to bolster the sustainability of FLP programs was to embed financial content 
into existing (and often required) classes and academic programs. Program leaders felt that this made it less likely 
that personal finance curriculum will be eliminated. Haverhill and Lowell integrated financial literacy content into 
their freshman seminars, and Revere implemented a financial literacy week as part of its advisory period. Lynn 
Classical developed a personal finance program that is diffused throughout the high school curriculum so it will 
“last after the grant money is gone,” at which time the school may no longer be able to fund a stand-alone financial 
literacy course. One of their project leaders believed that financial literacy content can be adapted to any subject 
area, and they intended to embed it in as many courses as possible. Putnam has also included financial literacy 
activities and events, primarily offered through Junior Achievement, in a variety of its shops and academic 
programs. According to Putnam project leaders, there is no need to “pigeonhole” financial literacy content and 
Junior Achievement interventions in just business and mathematics classes.  
 
In addition to promoting sustainability, interviewees described the following benefits of embedded financial 
literacy content: 

• Strengthens existing courses and academic programs. One of the most frequently cited benefits was 
that embedding financial literacy content increases the appeal and/or effectiveness of existing courses and 
programs. For example, Revere teachers appreciated the infusion of financial literacy topics in advisory 
periods because they generated meaningful discussion, which is sometimes lacking, and connected other 
content areas to real-world issues.  

• Makes mathematics more appealing. Several project leaders noted that tying mathematics skills to 
financial literacy topics can make mathematics more palatable to students. Lowell project leaders 
contended that integrating financial literacy into non-mathematics courses helps some students who lack 
skills or confidence in mathematics. They are still asked to apply mathematics skills, but in the context of 
other subject areas they find it less off-putting. A Lynn project leader noted that it is fairly easy to fit in 
mathematical concepts such as rates and percentages in non-mathematics courses. He also viewed 
integrating financial literacy topics into mathematics courses as a way to enhance a drier subject and to 
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engage students more with complex content. A Dean teacher said that while she was pleased with students’ 
favorable response to career planning activities that she offered at the end of the year, she planned to use 
these career topics to begin her mathematics class next year. She believed that it would be good to get 
them excited first and then introduce more difficult mathematical components. 

• Increases buy-in and involvement of staff school-wide. Several project leaders remarked that embedding 
financial literacy concepts broadly across subject areas or academic programs promotes teacher 
commitment and a culture that is invested in supporting financial literacy. For instance, in Lynn the 
process of integrating the financial literacy curriculum was initially an “eye-opener” for teachers who were 
surprised that some students did not know basic skills such as calculating a discount. This insight 
motivated teachers to include financial literacy content in their classes. Project leaders also noted that 
involving many teachers across subject areas also provided the opportunity to improve the financial 
literacy skills of some teachers, particularly those who do not teach mathematics, economics, or business 
courses.  

 
Durfee’s changes across the two years of FLP implementation offer a lesson about embedding financial literacy 
content. In the first year, all 9th-grade teachers were asked to implement the FLP in their Freshman Academy but 
struggled to integrate financial content into their subject areas. After that experience, the teachers felt that a stand-
alone course devoted to financial literacy would be more suitable. However, as previously mentioned, in the 
second year Durfee project leaders moved the financial literacy programming into the after-school 21st Century 
Community Learning Center. The project leaders believed that the problem had not been in embedding financial 
literacy within a larger program, but in the alignment of content to student and teacher needs. To address those 
issues, Durfee commissioned one of its experienced business teachers to revamp the curriculum to meet the needs 
of high-risk students participating in its out-of-school-time learning program.  
 
Not every FLP implementer agreed that embedded content is the preferred method of delivering financial literacy 
content. Salem’s FLP program is contained in a stand-alone class (Money Matters), and the high school’s project 
leaders preferred this model. These informants had taught financial content both embedded in other subjects and as 
a stand-alone class, and they believed that “students gain more knowledge in the stand-alone class.” 
 

Teacher Buy-In  
Most grantees reported that teachers’ enthusiasm about the FLP program was essential to its success, and that their 
willingness to spend time developing the curriculum was necessary for its improvement and expansion. Many 
interviewees reported that teacher excitement had increased student engagement, and that several administrators 
had fostered teacher buy-in and ownership by giving them a great deal of control in developing the curriculum. 
Additional factors that promoted teacher commitment were PLCs, common planning times, collaborative program 
development, drawing on teachers’ strengths and areas of expertise, and embedded curriculum.  
 
Similar to last year, project leaders also reported that teachers seemed more invested when they were encouraged 
to adapt curriculum to their subject area, their teaching style, and the needs of their students. Teacher interviewees 
were usually the most enthusiastic about materials and curriculum that they saw as starting places from which they 
could innovate. Sources of such popular materials include Junior Achievement, the Network for Teaching 
Entrepreneurship, the National Endowment for Financial Education, the Federal Reserve, and JumpStart.  
 

Use of Technology 
Many project leaders reported that using technology—including a wide variety of hardware and software—was a 
successful means of engaging students in their FLP programs. Several project leaders reported that students were 
immediately excited about any activity that allowed them to use the Internet. A Salem project leader reported that 
students “love to be online and use technology and computers,” such as when using the “On Your Own” budgeting 
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game that simulates a year of income and expenses for students working and living on their own. Revere used 
technology as part of their FLP program because the school uses “flipped” or blended learning approaches in 
which students receive some of their instruction and content from online platforms. Quincy’s program incorporated 
technology capstone projects for participating students. For example, a student in Quincy’s Positive Academic and 
Social Success program (which includes students with social-emotional needs) enjoyed creating a PowerPoint 
presentation about buying a car. According to a teacher he “lit up” and was “so proud” when giving his 
presentation and talking about it afterward.  
 
Other useful hardware and software included tablets, apps, LCD projectors, SMART Boards, Google Docs/Drive, 
online stock and budgeting simulations, and financial literacy games. 
 

Challenges in FLP Implementation 
The challenges cited most frequently by project leaders included the need for more collaborative planning time, 
time- and schedule-related issues, technology problems, and engaging freshmen in the financial literacy content. 
Most project leaders were optimistic about their ability to resolve these challenges. Several reported that their two 
years of experience implementing the FLP program will benefit them as they refine and expand their programs in 
the future. 
 

Need for More Collaborative and Planning Time 
As mentioned in the PD section of this report, several project leaders and teachers supported integrating more 
collaborative and planning time. Many recognized that planning sessions were integral to the improvement and 
expansion of their FLP programs. For example, Lynn used some of its collaborative time to integrate financial 
literacy components into existing classes, and Lowell used planning meetings to expand its program into ELL 
clusters. Several project leaders and teachers also noted that meetings allowed them to discuss successful 
strategies, troubleshoot problems, and find new tools and activities to use with their students. More informal and 
formal opportunities for conversation and sharing were frequently requested by project leaders and survey 
respondents.  
 
Scheduling 
Scheduling FLP courses and activities was a challenge for many high schools in both years of implementation. The 
2014–15 school year had many snow days, which delayed the administration of pre-tests, forced teachers to 
condense financial curriculum units, disrupted planning of FLP events, and reduced meeting opportunities for 
school personnel and community partners. Some project leaders noted that the FLP program had to compete with 
other school priorities such as other curriculum standards and reaccreditation. A few commented that growing the 
financial literacy programming is difficult in the context of competing (and required) courses and activities.  
 
Technology Problems 
Project leaders reported that technology enhanced their FLP activities overall. However, as in the first year of 
implementation, a few high schools reported technology problems. Two schools had software compatibility issues. 
The Lynn computers were not equipped to run the software that teachers planned to use. A Lynn project leader 
planned to use future grant funding or other money to purchase each department a laptop to present the material on 
SMART Boards. Salem leaders noted that iPads did not work well with the stock market game they implemented, 
and that they intend to gain access to more PCs to run the game.  
 
Salem teachers also reported that some students struggled to use Excel spreadsheets. While Salem’s software and 
computers were functioning, the school lacked instructional materials relevant to spreadsheet software. Three high 
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schools also reported insufficient student access to computers needed to conduct financial literacy activities, which 
prevented teachers from fully integrating some of their planned activities. 
 

Engaging Freshmen 
Some school personnel expressed difficulty in finding and using curriculum and activities that were suitable for 
freshmen, although this issue was less prominent than it was last year. A few survey respondents also asked for 
additional support for this challenge. A Haverhill project leader reported that teaching mathematics-related 
financial concepts such as compound interest could be particularly challenging with freshmen, because they have 
minimal experience with algebra. Salem project leaders explained that even activities like guest speakers, which 
students usually find engaging, are not always successful with freshmen. They explained that often it is simply 
hard to engage 9th and even 10th graders. A Salem project leader believed that their program would have more 
impact if it was restricted to juniors and seniors, for whom personal finance issues are more relevant because they 
are more likely to have earned an income, used a credit card, and explored car loans or college loans. 
 

Impacts on Students 
Most teachers and project leaders believed that their FLP programs, particularly the hands-on activities, had 
positive impacts on students. Most survey respondents believed these impacts were greater in relation to the 
financial literacy standards than the mathematics and technology topics. 
 
Many interviewees and survey respondents used the word “eye-opening” to describe the overall impact of the 
financial literacy content on students. A Haverhill interviewee noted that when students made a budget as part of 
the Junior Achievement Finance Park activity, they were “hit with the gravity” of financial decision making and 
began to realize the complexities of adulthood. A Quincy teacher said she knew the program was a success when a 
student described going home and hugging her mom after learning about cost-of-living expenses. Consistent with 
last year’s evaluation, project leaders said that they see simply creating awareness of financial literacy issues as a 
success of the program.  
 
Many interviewees said that it is difficult to gauge the effects of teaching financial literacy content on students’ 
lives outside of school. Most reported that in the classroom students engaged with the material, grasped the 
concepts, and applied them during the school year. Similarly, a majority of survey respondents reported a positive 
impact on students’ financial decision-making skills. However, many project leaders wondered whether the 
financial literacy content and abilities learned in high school would translate to improved attitudes and decision 
making about money in adulthood. One administrator noted that he would like his school to do a better job of 
tracking students once they had graduated. He acknowledged that this might be difficult to do in a quantitative way 
but that engaging graduates through social media could be informative. A few project leaders attributed the 
difficulty in assessing impact to the limited opportunity to view students outside of school and to the fact that there 
are so many influences on students’ behavior.  
 

Characteristics of Participating Students 
As part of the student score reporting forms, sites were asked to provide the SASIDs of all students who completed 
FLP courses. For the purposes of the evaluation, a “course” is an intervention that meets several to many times 
with the intention of covering a scope of FLP content that includes the National Standards for Financial Literacy. 
Examples of courses include a credit-bearing class offered in the high school (e.g., Accounting, Introduction to 
Personal Finance, Banking); an advisory period in which financial literacy concepts are routinely incorporated; and 
a program of study in which financial literacy concepts are routinely incorporated (e.g., a freshman academy).  
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According to the score reporting forms, 2,239 students participated in FLP courses (ranging from 14 at Dean 
Technical High School to 741 at Lowell High School). Most schools were unable to submit SASIDs for a small 
percentage of the students enrolled in their courses. Therefore, the tables in this section reflect the demographic 
and MCAS data of students for whom valid SASID data were submitted (N=2,207).3 Table 10 shows the number 
of students who enrolled in FLP courses. The number of FLP participants by school ranged from 14 to 718. 
 

Gender 
Student participation in the FLP matched the national gender ratio, with 51 percent female and 49 percent male 
students. Five high schools reported a higher rate of male participation: Haverhill (60 percent), North Quincy (58 
percent), Durfee (57 percent), Salem (56 percent), and Lowell (52 percent). Detailed statistics by site are available 
in Table 18 Appendix B. 
 

Race or Ethnicity 
More than 70 percent of FLP students’ race or ethnicity was not white (Table 8), which is similar to the 
demographics of the cities in which the FLP sites are located. Schools with the largest proportions of white 
participants were Haverhill (70 percent), Quincy (78 percent), Durfee (68 percent), and Salem (55 percent). More 
than a third of participants were Hispanic or Latino, including high percentages at Dean (93 percent), Putnam (58 
percent), and Lynn (40 percent). Three-quarters of the participants from North Quincy High School were Asian 
students. These findings are largely consistent with the total enrollment of students in these racial and ethnic 
groups at these high schools. Detailed statistics by site are available in Table 19 in Appendix B. 
 

Table 8. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by Race or Ethnicity  
N=2,207 

White 
Black or 
African 

American 
Asian 

American 
Indian or 

Alaska Native 

Native 
Hawaiian or 

Pacific 
Islander 

Multiracial 
Non-Hispanic 

Hispanic or 
Latino 

29% 14% 19% <1% 0% 3% 35% 

 

ELL Status 
Ten percent of participants were English language learners. North Quincy’s FLP program targets the ELL 
population, and 68 percent of its participants were ELL students. The proportion of Dean’s FLP students who were 
ELLs was also relatively high, at 36 percent. The percentage of ELL participants at other sites was much lower, 
from 12 percent at Putnam to 0 percent at Durfee and Haverhill. Detailed statistics by site about participating 
students’ ELL status are available in Table 20 in Appendix B.  
 

Special Education Status 
Fifteen percent of FLP students received special education services. Of the 11 sites, Dean had the highest 
proportion of special education participants in their FLP program (64 percent). The proportion of special education 
students ranged from 11–19 percent in 5 schools and from 5–9 percent in 5 schools. Detailed statistics by site 
about student participants with disabilities are available in Table 21 in Appendix B. 
 
                                                      
3 Some schools offered one-time, stand-alone activities to students who were not also enrolled in FLP courses. Schools were not asked to 
have these students complete pre- and post-tests or to submit SASIDs for them. When these students are added to those who took FLP 
courses, the total is 5,243, as shown in Table 11. 
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Low-Income Status 
Sixty-eight percent of FLP students were from low-income households. Low-income students represented more 
than half of the FLP participants at 9 of the 11 high schools, and more than three quarters of FLP participants at 6 
of these schools. Dean Technical High School in Holyoke had the greatest percentage of low-income participants 
(93 percent). Detailed statistics by site regarding students’ low-income status are available in in Table 22 in 
Appendix B. 
 

Achievement Level (ELA and Mathematics MCAS Proficiency Levels) 
As shown in Table 9, 32 percent of students scored at the Warning/Failing or Needs Improvement level on the 
MCAS ELA exam, and 48 percent of students scored at those levels on the mathematics exam.4 The percentage of 
students below the Proficient level in ELA and mathematics varied widely from site to site, ranging from 24–47 
percent for ELA, with a median of 33 percent; and from 20–66 percent for mathematics, with a median of 40 
percent. 
 

Table 9. Financial Literacy Pilot Students by ELA and Mathematics MCAS Performance Level 

MCAS Performance Level 
ELA 

(N=2,036) 
Mathematics 

(N=2,081) 

Advanced Proficient Needs 
Improvement 

Warning/ 
Failing Advanced Proficient Needs 

Improvement 
Warning/ 
Failing 

12% 56% 24% 8% 22% 30% 30% 18% 

 

Student Participation by Grade Level and Program Year 
As shown in Table 10, for the 2,207 for whom demographic information was available, the distribution of 
participants by grade level was as follows: 

• Grade 9 – 7 sites; 50 percent of participants 

• Grade 10 – 10 sites; 9 percent of participants 

• Grade 11 – 10 sites; 16 percent of participants 

• Grade 12 – 11 sites; 25 percent of participants 

  

                                                      
4 ELA MCAS performance levels were available from 92 percent of students, and mathematics MCAS performance levels were available 
from 94 percent of students, based on the SASIDs provided by sites that could be used to match students with their most recent MCAS 
scores. UMDI excluded students whose records contained participant status codes that indicated that the student did not complete the exam 
(codes including absence, did not test, incomplete, limited English language proficiency and in the US for less than a year, and transferred).  
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Table 10. Students Enrolled in FLP Courses by Grade Level 

 Grade Level  

Site 9 10 11 12 Total 

Fall River – BMC Durfee High School 15 18 7 4 44 

Haverhill – Haverhill High School  0 1 11 8 20 

Holyoke – Dean Technical High School  0 0 0 14 14 

Lowell – Lowell High School  551 27 63 77 718 

Lynn – Lynn Classical High School  149 52 102 158 461 

Quincy – North Quincy High School 14 9 26 30 79 

Quincy – Quincy High Schools  0 2 14 24 40 

Revere – Revere High School  0 1 28 60 89 

Salem – Salem High School  14 5 15 34 78 

Springfield – Putnam Vocational Technical 
Academy 

336 60 46 92 534 

Worcester – Worcester Technical High 
School  

17 14 47 52 130 

Total by Grade Level 1096 199 359 553 2,207 

Percentage by Grade Level 50% 9% 16% 25% 100% 

    Total 2,207 

 
Student participation numbers were considerably greater than the grade level figures presented in Table 10. The 
table reflects the number of participants for whom valid SASID information was provided. In many cases, schools 
were unable to provide usable SASID information for every student that participated in an FLP course. Also, 
schools were not required to submit SASIDs for or administer pre- and post-tests to students who participated in 
one-time or stand-alone financial literacy activities but were not enrolled in an FLP course. 
 
High schools were asked to account for the total number of students participating in courses and stand-alone 
activities on their program data request forms. The student participation data in Table 11 are drawn from the 
schools’ FY14 and FY15 program data request forms and more clearly depict the overall student participation 
figure in the FLP program—4,450 in FY14 and 5,243 students in FY15.  
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Table 11. All Students Participating in FLP Program in FY14 vs. FY15 by Site 

Site 
Number of 

Participating Students 
in FY14 

Number of 
Participating Students 

in FY15 

Fall River – BMC Durfee High School 560 75 

Haverhill – Haverhill High School  570 225 

Holyoke – Dean Technical High School  74 403 

Lowell – Lowell High School  261 832 

Lynn – Lynn Classical High School  6085 600 

Quincy – North Quincy High School 74 80 

Quincy – Quincy High Schools  48 41 

Revere – Revere High School  1,550 1,700 

Salem – Salem High School  109 80 

Springfield – Putnam Vocational Technical Academy 546 985 

Worcester – Worcester Technical High School  50 222 

Total  4,450 5,243 

 

Scale-up of Student Participation  
ESE’s intention was for FLP high schools to increase student participation in their second year of implementation. 
As shown in Table 11 above, six sites reported an increase, and five sites reported a decrease. One factor that may 
account for the lack of an increase in five schools is an ambiguity in the FY15 RFP about the year in which sites 
were supposed to scale up. The FY14 RFP asked schools about their scale-up plans for the 2014–15 school year, 
but the FY15 RFP requested scale-up plans for the 2015–16 school year. Some sites may have believed that the 
emphasis on scale-up was for the possible third year of FLP program implementation (i.e., 2015–16). UMDI is not 
aware of other communications that sites may have received from ESE that could have clarified this issue and 
emphasized the importance of scale up in FY15.  
 
In five of the six districts that reported increased student participation, the increase was considerable. The largest 
increase occurred in Lowell, which added 571 students. This is unsurprising, because Lowell expanded its FLP 
program from just its mathematics seminar in the first year to all Freshman Academy seminars in the second year. 
Other schools with substantial increases included Putnam (439), Dean (329), Worcester (172), and Revere (150). 
These increases were also anticipated in light of expanded programming in FY15. Putnam added a few Junior 
Achievement-related components to its curriculum, including a JA In a Day activity for freshmen. Dean added 
financial literacy components to its Freshman Algebra course. Worcester expanded its NFTE curriculum to two 
additional shops and a pre-calculus class. Revere included a stand-alone, quarter-long financial literacy elective.  
 
Durfee had the most substantial decline in student participation, with a decrease from 560 to 75 students. This was 
expected, given their decision to relocate the credit bearing program from the Freshman Academy (which 

                                                      
5 Unlike the other ten sites, Lynn’s FY14 participant number was not derived from its FY14 supplemental program data request form. Lynn 
did not submit the form by the deadline in FY14, so the district’s FY14 participation is drawn from its FY14 grant proposal.  
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encompasses the entire 9th grade) to the school’s much smaller 21st Century Community Learning Center, an out-
of-school-time program. Haverhill also reported a considerable decrease, from 570 to 225 students. This also 
reflects changes in their program from FY14 to FY15; Haverhill added a stand-alone financial literacy class open 
to juniors and seniors and a semester of financial literacy components in its Night School program in the second 
year of implementation, but it also removed financial literacy components from its Freshman Academy. Haverhill 
was able to preserve some of its freshman participation by allowing 9th grade students to enroll in its Money 
Matters course. Haverhill is currently in the process of rewriting components for freshman seminar classes and 
expects to include them in half of a term in the 2015–16 school year. The three other schools reported relatively 
slight decreases in participation; Salem’s participation declined by 29 students, Lynn’s by 8 students, and Quincy’s 
by 7 students. 
 

Students’ Understanding of the National Standards for Financial Literacy 
Most teacher survey respondents indicated that FLP programs had a considerable impact on students’ 
understanding of the six National Standards for Financial Literacy. However, the extent of this impact varied 
across standards. As shown in the table below, moderate or strong impacts were reported by 72–84 percent of 
teachers for the first four standards, compared to 50–59 percent for the final two standards. The survey did not ask 
teachers which topics they had emphasized most in their FLP activities, but differences in impacts may reflect the 
depth with which each topic was covered. 
 

Table 12. FLP Impact on Students’ Understanding of the National Standards for Financial Literacy 
(from Teacher Survey) 

Standard N No Impact Limited 
Impact 

Moderate 
Impact 

Strong 
Impact 

Earning income: Obtaining education and skills in order to 
increase wages/salaries, and deriving wealth from non-
labor sources such as interest, rents, capital gains, 
dividends, and profits  

39 3% 13% 56% 28% 

Buying goods and services: Collecting information, 
planning, and budgeting in order to make informed 
decisions about buying goods and services  

39 0% 28% 39% 33% 

Saving: Time, interest rates, and inflation directly impact 
the value of income saved for future use  

39 0% 21% 41% 39% 

Using credit: Applying for and repaying loans with interest 
in order to buy goods and services now  

39 3% 18% 46% 33% 

Financial investing: Diversifying investments and 
evaluating different rates of return and risk in order to 
increase wealth in the future  

39 13% 28% 41% 18% 

Protecting and insuring: Offsetting risk by buying 
insurance  

38 11% 40% 32% 18% 

 
The survey findings are largely consistent with project leaders’ perspectives. In general, project leaders reported 
that student engagement and comprehension were greatest in relation to the earning, buying, saving, and using 
credit standards. Some project leaders noted that these standards are more immediate to high school–aged students 
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than the remaining two standards, which are focused on investing and insuring. For example, students often have 
jobs, so making decisions about how to allocate their earnings in terms of purchases and savings is more relevant 
to them.  
 
Some project leaders noted that financial concepts are often new to students, because they have not discussed 
personal finance at home. A Salem project leader emphasized that, because the concepts are so new, it is important 
to “make [students] think practically about practical things.” To this leader and others, this meant “keeping topics 
real” for students, which often translated to discussing purchases, savings accounts, and the responsible use of 
credit cards. Revere encouraged students to be thoughtful about their finances by requiring oral reflections about 
their experiences with money. They asked students, “What did you do over the weekend? Did you make 
purchases? Did you eat out or make your lunch?” The goal of such activities was for students to become more 
conscious of when they are spending money and how they might be able to use it differently (e.g., by depositing it 
in a checking or savings account). Lowell interviewees said that it is important to show students why they need 
different aspects of financial literacy—that to retain lessons about bank accounts, students must be shown what 
banking means in the context of their lives. For example, if they open a bank account, they can deposit their 
paycheck at their bank at no cost and can avoid check cashing services that charge fees. 
 
While survey respondents indicated that financial investing was less impacted than most of the other standards, 
many interviewees and survey respondents reported that students were enthusiastic about activities that focused on 
stock market investing. When Salem surveyed their students, the most popular FLP component was the Stock 
Market Game. Also, a team from Quincy High School won the JA Stock Market Challenge in Boston.  
 
It is possible that while stock market simulations and games are engaging to students, teachers may observe the 
impact of these activities in other areas. For example, a Dean teacher noted that her students’ participation in the 
Stock Market Challenge was successful because it made them more comfortable thinking about big numbers. She 
explained that initially, students were buying stocks one share at a time and she had to convince them that they 
could make bigger, potentially more profitable purchases with one million dollars. In this situation, an investing 
exercise helped students grapple with a mathematical concept. 
 

Students’ Understanding of Mathematics and Technology Literacy Standards 
Most survey respondents reported that the FLP program had a limited to moderate impact on students’ 
understanding and demonstration of the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics and the 
Technology Literacy Standards and Expectations, as shown in Table 13 below.  
 
Respondents provided a wide range of responses about the FLP’s impact on students’ familiarity with using 
spreadsheets, with 53 percent reporting moderate to strong impact and 29 percent reporting no impact. The wide 
range of responses for this and other standards may reflect that different FLP schools targeted different standards. 
This interpretation is consistent with project leaders’ varied reports regarding the use of spreadsheets. Some high 
schools reported using Excel spreadsheets successfully for budgeting activities and calculating monthly payments. 
Quincy project leaders felt that spreadsheets were useful with their ELL students, explaining that mathematics and 
spreadsheets “transcend language” and made the topics accessible to those students. In contrast, Salem project 
leaders said that many of their students found using Excel difficult and that it was “not working” as part of their 
budgeting exercise. They did acknowledge that using spreadsheets was more successful with accounting students, 
who were familiar with the software.  
 
The impact of FLP activities on students’ understanding of algebraic functions was also mixed, with just over a 
quarter reporting moderate or strong impact, and 21 percent reporting no impact. Respondents felt that the FLP’s 
lowest impact was on their students’ understanding of exponents, with 75 percent reporting limited or no impact. 
As with spreadsheets, project leaders had diverse perspectives on the role and impact of mathematics concepts in 
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their FLP programs. For example, leaders from Quincy and Haverhill contended that most financial literacy–
related mathematics is basic and does not really address higher mathematics skills. This would of course depend on 
what skills are considered “higher mathematics.” Most schools reported students using applying mathematics skills 
to calculate percentages, using formulas to calculate compound interest, and calculating exponential growth. A 
Salem project leader expressed that most of their financial literacy curriculum was simply not mathematics-related. 
Other leaders and teachers found mathematics to be inherently part of their financial literacy programming. As 
previously discussed, a Dean mathematics teacher reported that financial concepts fit in easily in her mathematics 
class, and a Lynn project leader reported it was easy to discuss concepts like percentages and rates even in non-
mathematics classes. Putnam project leaders indicated that the Junior Achievement curricula and activities their 
program adopted already had many mathematics concepts embedded in it.  
 
Several interviewees reported that integrating financial literacy concepts into mathematics courses made the 
quantitative subject matter more palatable and relevant for students. For example, a Lynn project leader reported 
that her students often view mathematics class as boring, but introducing financial literacy content—such as 
calculating the interest on college loans to determine what their education will really cost—increased their level of 
interest. Revere interviewees explained that they were teaching the same mathematics concepts and skills as in the 
past, but had increased student engagement by adding discussion and demonstration of how students can apply the 
mathematics content as consumers. A Dean teacher stated that next year she would like to begin her mathematics 
class in September by discussing career choices and goals. This topic was engaging to her FLP students, and she 
believed that getting them excited early in the year through conversations about jobs and college will help her keep 
them engaged later in the year when they learn drier and more complex mathematics topics. 
 

Table 13. Impact of the FLP on Students’ Understanding and Demonstration of Massachusetts 
Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics and Technology Literacy Standards and Expectations (from 
Teacher Survey) 

Standard or Expectation N No Impact Limited 
Impact 

Moderate 
Impact 

Strong 
Impact 

Algebraic functions: Understanding how to 
compute algebraic equations and express 
relationships among data algebraically 

38 21% 53% 21% 5% 

Spreadsheets: Familiarity and comfort with 
using spreadsheets as a tool for organizing and 
displaying data  

38 29% 18% 45% 8% 

Exponents: Understanding how to compute 
exponents and express relationships among 
variables 

37 24% 51% 22% 3% 

 

Impact of Experiential Activities 
Most teachers and project leaders reported that students’ participation in experiential learning opportunities had a 
positive impact on their financial literacy knowledge and skills. Many project leaders said that hands-on and “real 
life” activities were the most effective means of engaging students in the financial content. A Dean teacher praised 
the variety of experiential opportunities offered in her high school and pointed out that each activity covers a 
different financial literacy topic or offers a different perspective. Moreover, several project leaders expressed that 
experiential activities promoted greater retention of the material because students had the opportunity to apply 
financial concepts in real time and in real-life situations. Several sites considered the Stock Market Challenge and 
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the Stock Market Game simulations to be some of the most engaging activities. These required students to make 
careful but quick investment decisions in a lively, competitive environment.  
 
Some teachers attributed the potential for greater knowledge retention to another common component of 
experiential activities—peer-to-peer learning. Several project leaders across the grantee high schools reported that 
experiential activities encouraged students to converse with and learn from each other. Worcester project leaders 
were enthusiastic about the “great” conversations the business capstone projects generated among students. 
Teachers reported that students discussed their projects in ways that demonstrated a grasp of foundational financial 
concepts. A Worcester teacher felt that students may or may not retain what a teacher tells them, but they 
“remember discussions that they have with other students forever.” 
 
Some experiential opportunities allowed students to develop both hard skills (e.g., mathematical concepts) and soft 
skills (e.g., creativity and teamwork). For example, Putnam students who participated in the Junior Achievement 
Shark Tank EnTEENpreneur Challenge were required to create an innovative product and a sales pitch to present 
to a panel of local business experts and entrepreneurs, which required many soft skills. In preparation for the pitch, 
Putnam students had to utilize hard skills to prepare their start-up company’s financials, including calculating cost 
per item, wages, and break-even and profit points. Representatives from Valley Venture Mentors, a local business 
accelerator, helped students think through these economic concepts and apply the relevant mathematical and 
accounting procedures. 
 
Putnam and Worcester also included entrepreneurial field trips to the New York City wholesale district, where 
students had to work creatively and analytically as teams to apply financial and economic concepts. In Worcester, 
hospitality and restaurant management trade students were given 25 dollars to purchase items to sell at a lunch-
time “bazaar” back at school. Before the trip, students developed marketing and business plans to sell the items and 
earn a profit. A Worcester teacher reported that the effectiveness of the trip was “amazing” and that it produced 
“benefits that you can’t see on a test.” Putnam project leaders emphasized the analytical and mathematical 
components of their New York buying trip and explained that students had to think collaboratively about the cost 
of taking the wholesale items they purchased to market. This required them to use exponents and algebra to 
calculate profit margins. 
 
Experiential opportunities also allowed students to utilize skills and knowledge that would benefit them in real life. 
The Lowell program integrated a real-world activity into each FLP module in their Freshman Academy—for 
example, balancing a checkbook, developing resumes, and learning the difference between credit and debit cards. 
 
Budgeting simulations and activities, used by nine of the high schools, were viewed very favorably by many 
project leaders. Some budgeting activities made use of technology, as in Quincy, where students in the Teen Moms 
program searched for costs of diapers and food on the Internet to create real budgets for their families. A survey 
respondent reported that in their budgeting unit, students were first taught budgeting concepts, then asked to make 
actual budgets for their own income. They were also encouraged to make budgets with their families at home. 
Dean students took part in the JA Finance Park simulation which includes the creation a family budget based on a 
hypothetical life situation presented in a software program. Salem educators favored an app called “On Your Own 
Coast-to-Coast” that allows students to select an income level and a community to live in before making lifestyle 
and budgeting decisions. This activity was effective with students, according to Salem leaders, because it kept the 
concepts true to real life. 
 
A few experiential opportunities gave students the opportunity to share the financial knowledge and skills they had 
learned with the greater community. Putnam implemented Junior Achievement’s High School Heroes activity, 
which allows high school students to teach entrepreneurial and financial literacy lessons to elementary school 
students. According to Putnam leaders, teaching the younger children about business and finance brought the 
content to “a completely different level” for the high school students. Worcester’s Finance and Marketing students, 
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in partnership with Worcester Credit Union, presented budgeting and loan workshops to groups throughout the 
community, such as Worcester Technical High School seniors, adult education students, Boys and Girls Club 
participants, and individuals at the Worcester Housing Authority. The students also developed a “How to Pay for 
College” presentation that they put on for high school seniors, juniors attending the school’s College Fair, and 
Worcester Advanced Placement Family Night participants. Worcester project leaders reported that this activity is 
another productive means to give students real-life experiences that you “can’t trade for anything.”  
 
Teacher survey respondents were asked about the effectiveness of specific types of experiential activities. Five 
categories of activities were rated as moderately or very effective by 89–100 percent of respondents (Table 14). 
These activities were Credit for Life Fairs, personal financial plans, business plans, field trips, and job shadowing. 
The lowest rated category—other financial literacy–related experiential activity—was rated as moderately or very 
effective by almost half of respondents (46 percent). These miscellaneous activities included class projects, 
FoolProof curriculum activities, reading the Wall Street Journal, mentoring from college students, completing 
resumes and job applications, joining a Credit Union, applying financial knowledge to real-life scenarios, and JA 
Finance in a Day activities. Overall, teachers believed that experiential activities were very effective. More detailed 
ratings of specific activities are found in Table 14.  
 
Field trips,6 job shadowing, and Credit for Life Fairs emerged as the three activities that the largest percentages of 
respondents rated as “very effective.” All three of the activities bring students in contact with businesspeople, bank 
representatives, and other community leaders. Many project leaders also reported that opportunities to bring 
students and community members together were useful. Some project leaders reported that students start to tune 
out their teachers over time and often pay greater attention to information delivered by a banker, college student, or 
Credit for Life Fair volunteer.  
 
Salem leaders cautioned that identifying students who are appropriate to participate in off-campus activities can be 
challenging, because the activities are often information intensive, and the financial literacy topics can “go over 
their heads.” However, most grantees were eager to provide students with these opportunities. A Worcester project 
leader observed that activities that allow community interaction will have long-term effects. She explained that 
students remember things best that are hands-on, such as her students’ trip New York City’s wholesale district. A 
Dean Teacher explained that a field trip’s immersive nature helps to reach students at the individual level. For 
example, Dean students were able to pick the sessions at the My Dream My Future conference that they wanted to 
attend. The teacher felt that this in itself was empowering, and she was surprised at how much of a difference it 
made. She also felt that the conference was powerful for the students because it allowed them to act independently 
in an adult setting (college campus), which boosted their confidence and made college and professional careers 
seem like more tangible possibilities to them. 
 
  

                                                      
6 Field trips mentioned by survey respondents included visits to credit unions, the Federal Reserve Bank, Elms College, the Junior 
Achievement EnTEENpreneur Shark Tank Challenge, a local grocery store, the JFK Library, and the New York City wholesale district. 
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Table 14. Impact of Experiential Activities on Financial Literacy Skills and Knowledge (from 
Teacher Survey) 

Activity 
# of Survey 

Respondents 
My school 
offers this 
activity (N) 

Extent to which the activity has been effective in 
improving your students’ financial literacy 

knowledge and skills 

Not 
Effective 

Somewhat 
Effective 

Moderately 
Effective 

Very 
Effective 

Credit for Life Fair 37 22 0% 0% 27% 73% 

Other type of “reality-based” fair  34 13 8% 8% 38% 46% 

Capstone or other end-of-year 
project 

33 20 10% 5% 35% 50% 

Creating a personal/household 
budget  

34 24 0% 4% 33% 63% 

Creating a business / 
entrepreneurial plan 

32 19 0% 5% 37% 58% 

Job shadowing 33 13 0% 0% 23% 77% 

Creating a portfolio 31 15 7% 7% 47% 40% 

Field trip 28 12 8% 8% 0% 83% 

The Stock Market Challenge 35 22 0% 23% 23% 55% 

The National Economics Challenge 26 6 0% 33% 33% 33% 

Online/computer-based banking 
game(s) 

27 9 22% 11% 22% 44% 

Online/computer-based stock 
market game(s) 

27 12 8% 8% 17% 67% 

Other online/computer-based 
financial literacy–related game(s) 

26 13 15% 15% 15% 54% 

Other financial literacy–related 
experiential activity 

27 15 13% 13% 13% 33% 

 
Students Selecting Their Own Experiential Activities and Projects 
Several teachers reported that permitting students to select their own project or presentation topics empowered 
them to use new knowledge and skills in ways that were most relevant to them. A Dean teacher explained that 
allowing students to develop their own topics encouraged them to make meaningful connections between the 
financial literacy content and their lives outside the classroom. Worcester and Quincy project leaders also reported 
that allowing students to select topics or define projects based on their personal interests, needs, and goals was 
successful. Students in Quincy’s Teen Mothers program focused on budgeting for diapers and food because “that’s 
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what’s important to them.” Worcester teachers encouraged their students to create entrepreneurial plans about 
businesses they felt passionate about. The teachers report that, as a result, the students are very engaged in creating 
their plans, use financial vocabulary, apply financial literacy concepts, enthusiastically share business plan ideas 
with each other, and ultimately had “so much fun.” 
 
Relevance of FLP to Students’ Lives and Financial Decision Making 
Most teachers and project leaders believed that the FLP was relevant to students’ personal finance decisions (Table 
15), and that their students agreed with this assessment. As in the previous implementation year, some project 
leaders reported that creating and presenting relevant content was most difficult at the 9th-grade level. 
 
Creating relevant curriculum and activities was a high priority for many of the grantees. Several project leaders 
noted that presenting content relevant to students’ immediate lives was essential to engaging them in the FLP 
program. For example, Revere project leaders acknowledged that sometimes they did not know if a lesson or 
scenario would be engaging or relevant to students. To remedy this issue, teachers asked students on the first day 
of class what they wanted to learn about, why they took the course, and what they hoped to learn. These ideas and 
objectives were written on the board so that students could see their own priorities. Teachers went on to point out 
other potential topics and try to get students to see where different financial concepts and skills fit in their lives. A 
Dean project leader said that making information relevant is essential, because finding ideas and activities that 
motivate students is “the real heart of the equation.” According to her, students cannot successfully take in 
financial concepts unless they see why they are important in their lives and are thus motivated to learn about them. 
She also noted this can be particularly difficult for students facing issues related to poverty (lack of food, no 
permanent home, etc.).  
 

Table 15. Relevance of Financial Literacy Course and/or Intervention (from Teacher Survey) 

 N Not at All 
Relevant 

Somewhat 
Relevant 

Moderately 
Relevant 

Very 
Relevant 

How relevant do you think the financial literacy 
course and/or intervention has been to 
students’ decision making about personal 
finance?  

40 0% 30% 38% 33% 

How relevant do your students think the 
financial literacy course and/or intervention has 
been to their own decision making about 
personal finance?  

40 5% 30% 38% 28% 

 

Impact on Students’ Financial Decision Making 
When asked to what extent the FLP program had improved their students’ financial decision making, 76 percent of 
teacher survey respondents reported that they had observed a moderate to strong improvement, as shown in Table 
16. The remaining quarter of respondents stated that students showed limited improvement. No respondents 
selected the “no improvement” category. 
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Table 16. Improvement in Students’ Personal Financial Decision-making Skills (from Teacher Survey) 

 N No 
Improvement 

Limited 
Improvement 

Moderate 
Improvement 

Strong 
Improvement 

Based on your own observations, to 
what extent has the FLP program 
improved students’ decision-making 
skills related to personal finance? 

40 0% 25% 53% 23% 

 
Several project leaders related that it is difficult to ascertain the impact of FLP activities, because teachers and 
administrators are often not aware of students’ attitudes and behavior outside of school. Also, as previously noted, 
some project leaders felt that the impact of some of these financial literacy lessons would occur later in students’ 
lives—while in college or employed after high school, when purchasing a house, and so on. 
 
Despite these barriers to assessing program impacts, several project leaders reported that they could see the 
influence of the FLP on students’ attitudes and behavior. As previously mentioned, the experiential components of 
FLP programs allowed teachers to view and assess the impact of the financial literacy content on students’ 
decisions and attitudes in simulated real-world situations. Some project leaders also gave examples of ways in 
which their schools’ FLP program had already influenced students’ actual lives outside of the classroom. For 
example, a Haverhill student who had recently obtained a job and started earning a paycheck learned about 
checking accounts and direct deposit through one of the school’s FLP teachers. The teacher observed the student’s 
pride and interest in managing his money and noted that the student’s reaction to obtaining his debit card was 
much like students act when they first get a driver’s license.  
 
Project leaders also reported impacts of the FLP program in terms of some students’ future planning, particularly 
in regard to college and career decisions. As previously mentioned, Worcester teachers noted that their FLP 
students’ collaboration with Clark University students on entrepreneurial plans has helped to foster students 
aspirations to attend college and be successful in the business world. A Dean project leader explained that her 
students’ attendance of the My Dream, My Future conference at Elms College was successful because it changed 
their perspectives about attending college. The teacher reported that before the event, these students “never saw 
themselves as able to go to college.” However, after attending the conference and meeting college students on the 
campus who showed them the dorms, cafeteria, and academic buildings, they were “so impressed” and could see 
themselves as college students.  
 
Some project leaders noted that the FLP programming impacts students’ families as well. Revere project leaders 
reported that when students go home and share financial literacy content with their parents, the teachers know that 
the content has resonated with the students. According to the Revere leaders, students take home personal financial 
knowledge “all of the time.” For example, Revere students have reported talking to their parents about refinancing 
a loan, checking their credit scores, and the problems with payday loans. Lynn’s program specifically targets 
parents. Last year the high school developed a Family Financial Fluency event, where students’ and their families 
could find their credit scores, receive credit counseling, and learn about identity theft protection. According to a 
Lynn project leader, the high school intends to host a similar event this year and hopes to do so in future years.  
 
Students were presented with a question on their FLP post-test which asked them to reflect on their ability to make 
informed decisions about their personal finances after taking the financial literacy course. As shown in Table 17, 
86 percent said that their ability was either somewhat better or much better after taking the FLP course. Fourteen 
percent said that their ability was unchanged, and one student reported that his or her financial decision-making 
skills were somewhat worse.  
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Table 17. Students’ Self-Rated Ability to Make Informed Personal Finance Decisions After Taking FLP 
Course (from Student Post-test) 

 N Much Worse  Somewhat 
Worse The Same Somewhat 

Better Much Better 

After taking the financial 
literacy course, my ability to 
make informed decisions 
about my personal finances 
is now … 

1,289 0% <1% 14% 41% 45% 

Note: Of the 2,093 students for whom pre- and post-test scores were available, 1,289 responded to this question.  

 

Student Pre- and Post-Test Outcomes 
As previously mentioned in the methodology section, UMDI developed common pre- and post-test instruments to 
be administered across sites during the 2014–15 school year. Again this instrument was designed to incorporate 
each of the six National Standards for Financial Literacy and to be usable across sites. High schools did not place 
equal emphasis on each of the standards, with some choosing to focus on more “practical” aspects such as earning 
income and others electing to target economic concepts such as investing.  
 
All sites submitted pre- and post-scores for their participating students. Of the students for whom some assessment 
information was provided (n=2,134), both pre- and post-assessment scores were provided for 97 percent (n=2,074). 
The results from the pre-and post-tests trend towards improvement. As shown in Figure 1, the scores of 72 percent 
of these students increased, 15 percent decreased, and 13 percent remained the same from pre- to post-assessment 
across sites. Of the students whose scores increased (912 students), more than 60 percent demonstrated a gain of 
1–5 points, with smaller proportions of students demonstrating larger gains. 
 
The mean pre-score was 7.6 points and the mean post-score was 10.8. The mean change was an increase of 3.2 
points, with a standard deviation of 4.1 points. The median change was an increase of 3 points. Pre-test and post-
scores each ranged from 0–20 points. The change in scores ranged from a decrease of 11 points to an increase of 
16 points. Information on pre-test to post-test score changes for each FLP site is presented in Appendix C. 
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 Recommendations and Strategic Considerations 
 
The following recommendations and strategic considerations are based on the evaluation findings presented in the 
report. They are intended to facilitate action planning in the event that the FLP is funded for the 2015–16 school 
year, or for future financial literacy education initiatives. 

• Continue developing opportunities for grantees to share best practices and lessons learned with 
each other. During the 2014–15 school year, these opportunities included a webinar; presentations, a 
poster session, and a case consultancy session at the grantee meeting; and the bi-monthly evaluation 
newsletters. In both grant implementation years, grantees expressed that this sharing helped to improve 
practice in their schools. As noted in last year’s annual report, many project leaders and teacher have 
requested a centralized directory of best practices and resources including curriculum, syllabi, activities, 
assessments, software, apps, community partners, and funders. This would also provide a forum for sites 
to contribute resources that they had developed or discovered. FLP grantees have both identified and 
developed valuable resources, including materials targeted to specific, high-need populations such as ELL 
students, teen mothers, and students with social-emotional challenges. 

• Promote and support partnerships with institutions of higher education (IHEs) and other 
community partners. Multiple grantees have engaged in collaborations with IHEs that have been strong 
learning experiences for students in grantee schools as well as opportunities for college students to offer 
mentorship, provide community service, and possibly deepen their own understanding of subject matter 
relevant to their studies. Perhaps ESE could engage public IHEs in developing additional partnerships, 
which could support both FLP sites and additional Massachusetts schools in the event of future expansion 
of financial literacy education efforts. In addition, it is clear that partnerships with a wide range of 
community organizations have been integral to high schools’ maintenance and expansion of their FLP 
programs. These partnerships should continue to be required, with grantees continuing to share ideas for 
developing and utilizing them productively. 

• Encourage diverse forms of professional development. Grantees have reported favorably on PD 
provided by both external organizations and internal school personnel with strong interest, experience, 
and/or knowledge in financial literacy education. The internal PD often consists of some combination of 
structured FLP team meetings, joint planning time, small group work, and independent study. To increase 
teacher engagement and skills, some schools may need to allocate more time to financial literacy 
professional development. One aspect of the FLP goals that may require more in-depth PD is the 
integration of mathematics and technology standards regarding algebraic equations, exponents, and 
spreadsheets, as several schools reported this as a challenge. Similarly, additional support in finding and 
using curriculum and activities that are suitable for freshmen may be beneficial as several sites reported 
that it has been a challenge to identify and implement content that is appropriate for and engaging to 
freshmen.  

• Support the use and acquisition of technology. School personnel who are implementing the FLP 
program continue to report that various forms of technology—tablets, computers, apps, SMART Boards, 
Chromebooks, online games and simulations, etc.—are powerful and engaging resources for financial 
literacy education. Schools may need support in securing the funding to obtain desired technology 
resources, as well as in deciding which technology to adopt. These could be productive topics for sharing 
of best practices among FLP grantees.
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Financial Literacy Pilot Program Evaluation 
Key Informant Interviews with District Leaders 

 
Date       
Phone      

General information: 
Interviewees for the district leader interviews include one administrator involved in the development of 
the financial literacy program and one teacher who is directly implementing the FLP curriculum with 
students. Sites are asked to identify individuals in their high school who play these roles.  

Interviewee 1        Position      

Interviewee 2        Position      

Pre-interview summary (site’s proposal and syllabus if available): 
 

 Course description(s): 
•  

 
 
 

Teacher Participation: 
•  
 

 
 
Student Participation and Impact: 
•  

 
 
 
External Partners: 
•  

 
 
 
Alignment with Standards: 
•  

 
 
 

 
Site-specific questions (incorporate into protocol): 
•  
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The purpose of the interview is to learn about how the second year of implementation of the Financial 
Literacy Pilot program is going. Some of the topics we’ll discuss include what efforts are being made to 
scale up your program to reach more students, who is delivering and receiving the financial literacy 
interventions, what PD has been offered to teachers, what impact the program has had on students, what 
external organizations are involved in the program, and how the FLP content aligns with standards. 
• The interview should take about an hour.  
• We’re interested in hearing from each of you about your experiences implementing the program in 

your high school.  
• Ask permission to use tape recorder. 
 
Overview of Courses and Activities [15 minutes – Eval. Question 1) 

In preparation for this interview we reviewed your grant proposal that was submitted to ESE. However, it 
would be helpful in understanding the scope of your financial literacy program if we start by talking about 
each of your financial literacy courses. For each course we would like to know things like what 
curriculum you are using, what academic department the course is in, which students are eligible to take 
the course, whether it is a requirement or an elective, and the course’s duration.  

• Please start of by telling me the name of the first FLP course you offered this year.  
o [As needed] What is another course you offered as part of the FLP program this 

year?] 
• [For each course or intervention mentioned]  

1. Can you give me a quick overview of what financial literacy content this course covered? 
2. How was the curriculum for this course developed? For example, did your high school’s 

teachers develop it or did you obtain from another organization? 
3. Is the course offered in a particular academic department, shop, strand, or other division? 
4. Students from what grade levels are eligible to take the course? 
5. Is the course a requirement or an elective? 
6. Is this a year-long or semester-long course? 

Repeat above line of questioning for each course.  
•  [If not already discussed] In what ways have you scaled-up or expanded your FLP courses and 

activities to reach more students this year? 
• [If not already discussed] The FLP pilot also encourages the use of technology, digital media, and 

online resources as part of the FLP program. Were there other ways in which you incorporated 
technology or online resources? 

o Prompt for: computer games, online games, apps, websites 
o In what ways, if any, was the incorporation of technology or online resources 

effective in increasing students’ financial literacy? 
o What challenges, if any, did you encounter when including technology in your 

courses or activities? Please explain. 

 
• [If UMDI does not already have a syllabus and/or description of each course] Would you please 

provide us with a copy of the syllabus or course description for X course(s)? 
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Alignment of Courses and Activities with Financial Literacy, Mathematics, and Technology 
Frameworks and Standards [10 minutes – Eval. Question 1] 

We want to learn more about how your school has aligned its financial literacy course(s) and 
intervention(s) with topics from the MA Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics, the MA Technology 
Literacy Standards and Expectations, and the National Standards for Financial Literacy. 

First, we want to know about your courses’ alignment with financial literacy standards. As you know, the 
National Standards for Financial Literacy include: financial decision-making, income, buying goods and 
services, saving, using credit, investing, and protecting or insuring. 

• In what ways did you align your course(s) with these National Standards for Financial Literacy? 
• What strategies were most effective for aligning the course(s) with the standards? 
• What challenges, if any, did you encounter when aligning the course(s) with the standards? 

o Have you attempted to address these challenges? Please explain. 

We also want to know about your courses’ alignment with particular math and technology standards. 
These standards include understanding and applying algebraic functions, exponents, and using formulas 
in spreadsheets. 

• In what ways did you align your course(s) with these math and technology-related standards? 
• What strategies were most effective for aligning the course(s) with the standards? 
• What challenges, if any, did you encounter when aligning the course(s) with the standards? 

o Have you attempted to address these challenges? Please explain. 

[If not already discussed] One of the objectives of the FLP program is to provide opportunities for real-
life applications of math, technology, and financial literacy standards.  

• Could you tell me what real-life applications or activities were offered to students this year and 
whether they were effective in improving students’ financial literacy? Typical examples include: 

• Credit for Life or other reality fair 
• Capstone or year-end project 
• Portfolio 
• Job shadowing 
• Personal or household budget 
• Business plan 
• Online Stock Market Game 
• International Economic Challenge 
• Other things you have done 
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o Probe as needed for additional real-life applications and/or effectiveness. 

Teacher Participation and Perceptions [10 min – Eval. Question 3] 

• Which teachers (or other school staff) are responsible for delivering the financial literacy curriculum? 
• What, if any, professional development have teachers received from external providers?  

o What organization(s) or partner(s) provided the PD? 
o In what ways has this PD prepared teachers to implement the financial literacy curriculum? 

• [If applicable: In addition to the PD provided by external organizations or individuals] Are there ways in 
which personnel from within the school support each other in implementing the FLP?  

o Are these approaches used on a regularly scheduled basis or an as-needed basis? 
 For example, do you hold FLP team meetings or common planning times? 

o In what ways have these supports prepared teachers to implement the financial literacy 
curriculum? 

Student Participation and Impact [10 minutes – Eval. Questions [2, 5, and 8] 

• [If not already discussed] Does your program target any specific populations of students, such as English 
Language Learners, low-income students, students with IEPs, or other groups? 

• One of the goals of the Financial Literacy Program is to improve students’ behavior and decision-making 
skills in relation to personal finance. Based on your own observations and any observations shared by 
your colleagues, in what ways if any have students’ financial behavior and decision-making skills been 
influenced by the program?  

• In what ways do you think the FLP program is relevant or useful to students? 
• We are also interested in students’ perceptions of the program. How do you think students perceive the 

relevance and usefulness of the financial literacy program? 

External Partners [10 minutes – Eval. Question 4] 

We would like to learn more about organizations that your school has partnered with to implement the financial 
literacy program and understand each partner’s roles and contributions.  

• What was the first organization that you worked with? 
o Confirm or establish if the grantee worked with the organization last year. 
a)  What was/were their role(s)/contribution(s)? Such as: 

- Providing or planning the financial literacy content/curriculum/other resources 
- Providing professional development 
- Planning, hosting, or funding events, field trips, or other activities  
- Providing guest speakers  

b) What were the advantages or benefits of working with [organization]? 
c) Were there challenges when working with [organization] or ways in which you would like to 

improve your collaboration with [organization]? 
d) Do you plan to partner with [organization] again next year? 

- In what capacity?  
• Repeat this line of questioning: What was the second/third/fourth etc. organization that you worked with? 
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Possible Improvements to FLP/Wrap-up [5 minutes – Eval. Question 6] 

• Are there other ways in which you are currently scaling up or broadening your FLP program that we 
haven’t addressed already? 

• If your FLP program was expanded or replicated in the future, in what ways would you want to improve 
it? 

• Is there anything we haven’t discussed today about your program and experiences that you think would be 
helpful for us to know as evaluators of the FLP?  
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FY15 Financial Literacy Pilot Teacher Survey 

 
 
Q1 Thank you for taking the Financial Literacy Pilot (FLP) program teacher survey. The survey should take about 
10 minutes to complete. All questions refer to the FLP program in the 2014-2015 academic year. Your responses 
will help us to understand the impact of the FLP program and to improve the program in future years. To ensure 
confidentiality, your responses will be combined with those of other respondents.  
 
Q2 Please indicate the high school where you currently teach. (Check one) 
 BMC Durfee High School 
 Haverhill High School 
 Lowell High School 
 Lynn Classical High School 
 North Quincy High School 
 Putnam Vocational Technical Academy 
 Quincy High School 
 Revere High School 
 Salem High School 
 William Dean Technical High School 
 Worcester Technical High School 
 
 
Q3 In which course(s) do you currently teach financial literacy topics as part of your high school’s FLP program? 
(Check all that apply)  
 Stand-alone financial literacy course 
 Business/Accounting 
 Banking/Finance 
 Computer Programming/Web Development 
 Economics 
 English Literature/Language Arts/Reading/Writing 
 Foreign Languages 
 History/Political Science 
 Hotel Management 
 Mathematics (e.g. algebra, geometry, pre-calculus, calculus) 
 Psychology/Sociology 
 Science (e.g. earth science, biology, chemistry, physics) 
 Technology 
 Other, please specify ____________________ 
 
 
Q4 What is the title of your stand-alone financial literacy course? 
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Q5 Please indicate the grade level(s) of students you currently teach as part of the FLP program. (Check all that 
apply)  
 9th Grade/Freshmen 
 10th Grade/Sophomores 
 11th Grade/Juniors 
 12th Grade/Seniors 
 
 
Q6 How useful has each of the professional development (PD) opportunities listed below been in preparing you to 
implement the financial literacy program with students? (Check one for each type of PD opportunity) 

 Not Useful Somewhat 
Useful 

Moderately 
Useful 

Very Useful My school 
does not offer 

this PD 
opportunity or 

support 
PD provided 
by an external 
partner, 
individual, or 
organization 

          

PD provided 
by other staff 
at your school 
(In-house) 

          

FLP team 
meeting           

Common 
planning 
period 

          

Informal, as-
needed 
meetings or 
conversations 
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Q7 From which external organization(s) or partner(s) did you receive FLP-related professional development? 
(Check all that apply) 
 Bay Coast Bank 
 Cabot Money Management 
 Centerboard 
 Community Teamwork, Inc. 
 Cyberspace 
 EdTech Leaders Online 
 Elms College 
 Federal Reserve Bank of Boston 
 Haverhill Bank 
 Jeanne D’Arc Credit Union 
 Junior Achievement of Western MA 
 Mathematics for All 
 Metro Credit Union 
 Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship 
 Regional Resource Science Center 
 Revere Municipal Credit Union 
 Salem Five Bank 
 Salem State University 
 University of Massachusetts Medical School 
 Valmo Villages 
 Wheelock College 
 Worcester Credit Union 
 Other ____________________ 
 I didn't receive any professional development from an external provider 
 
 
Q8 Please share one or two specific ways (if any) that PD opportunities or other supports have been successful in 
preparing you to implement the financial literacy program with students.  
 
Q9 Please share one or two specific ways (if any) in which the PD opportunities or supports could be improved to 
prepare you to implement the financial literacy program with students. 
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Q10 Indicate to what extent each activity listed below has been effective in improving your students' personal 
financial literacy knowledge and skills.  

 To what extent has this activity been effective in improving your students’ 
financial literacy knowledge and skills? 

 Not 
Effective 

Somewhat 
Effective 

Moderately 
Effective 

Very 
Effective 

My school 
does not 
offer this 
activity 

Credit for Life Fair           
Other type of reality-
based fair           

The Stock Market 
Challenge           

Capstone or other end-of-
year project           

Creating a 
personal/household 
budget 

          

Creating a business or 
entrepreneurial plan           

Creating a portfolio           
Job shadowing           
The 2014 National 
Economics Challenge           

Field Trip (please provide 
the name of the 
organization or event) 

          

Online or computer-based 
stock market games 
(please provide game 
title) 

          

Online or computer-based 
banking games (please 
provide game title) 

          

Other online or computer-
based financial literacy-
related games (please 
provide game title) 

          

Other experience that 
allows the demonstration 
of math/financial literacy 
standards in the context 
of personal financial 
situations (please specify) 
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Q11 From your observation, what impact has the FLP programming had on your students’ understanding of the 
following six National Standards for Financial Literacy? (Check one for each of the six standards) 

 No Impact Limited Impact Moderate Impact Strong Impact 
Earning income: 
Obtaining education 
and skills in order to 
increase 
wages/salaries; and 
deriving wealth from 
non-labor sources 
such as interest, 
rents, capital gains, 
dividends, and profits 

        

Buying goods and 
services: Collecting 
information, planning 
and budgeting in 
order to make 
informed decisions 
about buying goods 
and services 

        

Saving: Time, 
interest rates, and 
inflation directly 
impact the value of 
income saved for 
future use 

        

Using credit: 
Applying for and 
repaying loans with 
interest in order to 
buy goods and 
services now 

        

Financial investing: 
Diversifying 
investments and 
evaluating different 
rates of return and 
risk in order to 
increase wealth in the 
future 

        

Protecting and 
insuring: Offsetting 
risk by buying 
insurance 
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Q12 From your observation, what impact has the FLP program had on your students’ understanding and 
demonstration of the following topics from the MA Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics and the MA 
Technology Literacy Standards and Expectations? (Check one for each topic) 

 No Impact Limited Impact Moderate Impact Strong Impact 
Algebraic 
functions: 
Understanding 
how to compute 
algebraic 
equations and 
express 
relationships 
among data 
algebraically 

        

Spreadsheets: 
Familiarity and 
comfort with using 
spreadsheets as a 
tool for organizing 
and displaying 
data 

        

Exponents: 
Understanding 
how to compute 
exponents and 
express 
relationships 
among variables 
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Q13 Please answer the following questions about the relevance of the financial literacy course and/or project: 
(Check one for each dimension) 

 Not at All 
Relevant 

Somewhat 
Relevant 

Moderately 
Relevant 

Very Relevant 

How relevant do 
you think the 
financial literacy 
course and/or 
project has been to 
students’ decision 
making about 
personal finance? 

        

How relevant do 
your students 
think the financial 
literacy course 
and/or project has 
been to their own 
decision making 
about personal 
finance? 

        

 
 
Q14 Based on your own observations, to what extent has the FLP program improved students’ decision-making 
skills related to personal finance? (Check one)  
 No Improvement 
 Limited Improvement 
 Moderate Improvement 
 Strong Improvement 
 
Q15 Please share one or two specific strengths (if any) of the FLP program in terms of improving students’ 
financial literacy knowledge, attitudes, and skills. 
 
Q16 Please share one or two specific ways in which the FLP program could be improved (if any) to have a 
stronger impact on students’ financial literacy knowledge, attitudes, and skills.  
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Supplemental Program Data Request Form 
 

 

Other: 

Financial literacy or 
business portfolio

Total number of teachers/staff who 
deliver FLP curriculum to students

Courses and 
Activities

Number of 
Students

For each experiential activity below, provide the number of students who participated. If your school did not offer the component, please enter a zero (0). If your 
school included other experiential activities in its financial literacy program, please specify in the other boxes below and include the total number of participants.

Other type of 
reality fair

Online or app-
based stock market 
game or simulation

Fifth partner
Sixth partner
Seventh partner

First partner
Second partner
Third partner
Fourth partner

Provides funding 
for FLP events 

and/or materials 
Name of Partner

Assists in planning 
financial literacy 

curriculum

Provides financial 
literacy curriculum 

and materials

Provides 
professional 

development

Provides guest 
speakers

Plans and/or hosts 
FLP event(s)

Offers job 
shadowing 

opportunities

Other (please specify in the 
box)

Name of your high school:

Junior 
Achievement Stock 
Market Challenge

Credit for Life Fair

Roles

All Courses
Courses and 

Activities

Number of 
Students

Job Shadowing

Capstone or year-
end project

Business or 
Financial Plan

Personal or 
household budget

Other: Other: Other: 

In this section, identify the partner(s) you worked with to implement the 2014-2015 FLP program. In addition to 
providing the name of each partner, please indicate with an X which roles each partner played this year. If  
partner(s) played roles that are not listed, please specify the role(s) in the "other" column.  

Please provide the information requested about your high school's 2014-2015 Financial Literacy Pilot program. If 
you have any questions about completing this form, please contact Kate Szczerbacki at the UMass Donahue 
Institute, 413-587-2404 or kszczerbacki@donahue.umassp.edu

Participants 

Courses and Experiential Activities

Community Partners

Total number of teachers/staff who 
received FLP-related PD
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Financial Literacy Pilot Program 

Pre-Test Instrument 
 
Directions: Please circle one response for each question.  
 
Q1. The federal income tax: 

a) is paid by employees to the Federal government at the end of each year. 
b) is subtracted from the total amount an employee earns each pay cycle. 
c) is paid only by all US residents that own property. 
d) is not paid by any retired persons. 

 
Q2. Kyle is setting aside money to use when he buys a car next year. He isn’t willing to take much risk with his money. 
Which one of the following types of investments is most likely to have the lowest investment risk while also growing in 
value?  

a) Collectibles 
b) Real estate 
c) Savings account 
d) Stocks 

 
Q3. Which is an example of an opportunity cost related to earning potential?  

a) Reduce work hours to have time to attend college classes. 
b) Apply for a scholarship to pay for college tuition and a new computer. 
c) Improve time management skills. 
d) Decide on a career that fits into your desired lifestyle. 

 
Q4. In managing risk, what does it mean to transfer it? 

a) To take measures to prevent loss. 
b) To shift the possibility of loss to another person. 
c) To set aside resources to cover potential loss. 
d) To take measures to eliminate the cause of potential loss. 

 
Q5. What is a 401(K)?   

a) A portion of salary deducted from net pay and placed in a special account.  
b) Money set aside to pay medical expenses not covered by insurance.  
c) A portion of salary deducted from gross pay and placed in a special account. 
d) A plan that specifies benefits to be received at retirement age, based on total earnings and years of work.  

 
 
Q6. Your take home pay is less than the total amount you earn. Which of the following best describes what is taken out of 
your total pay? 

a) Social security and Medicare contributions. 
b) Federal income tax, property tax, and Medicare and social security contributions. 
c) Federal income tax, sales tax, and social security contribution. 
d) Federal income tax, social security and Medicare contributions. 
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Q7. A computer store advertises a computer for $500.00. When you go to purchase the item during the first few minutes of 
the sale, the salesperson tells you that the item advertised was sold out or is not available. Then the salesperson attempts to 
sell you a more expensive model priced at $1,000.00. Which of the following statements is true? 

a) This is permissible, because the merchant wants you to get the best product available.  
b) This is not permissible, because it is "bait and switch" false advertising and is a violation of consumer laws. 
c) This is permissible, because the merchant is in the business of making a profit. 
d) This is not permissible, because merchants are required to keep enough products in stock for the first day of a sale. 

 
Q8. When evaluating your application for a car loan, a lender may NOT …  

a) Ask your date of birth. 
b) Reject your application if you receive public assistance. 
c) Inquire if you ever received credit before from that lender. 
d) Ask the income of your spouse, if you have a joint application. 

 
Q9. The nominal interest rate on a bank savings account is 1.75% per year. Expected inflation is 2.50% per year. What is the 
real rate of return (the real interest rate) on the bank savings account? 

a) -2.50% 
b) -0.75% 
c) 1.75% 
d) 2.50% 

 
Q10. What are the two most important types of insurance you need at your young age? 

a) Liability and renters’ 
b) Travel and liability 
c) Automobile and disability 
d) Health and automobile 

 
Q11. In eight months, Kelly’s parents will need to make the final payment for Kelly’s braces. Half of the total cost was paid 
when her braces were put on. The total cost is $3,200. How much will Kelly’s parents need to save each month to pay off the 
balance owed?  

a) a. $135 
b) b. $200 
c) c. $400 
d) d. $1,600 

 
Q12. Given the same principal and annual percentage rate (APR) of 1.3% interest for all options below, which option will 
earn the most interest over a three-year period?  

a) a. A certificate of deposit that has interest compounded daily. 
b) b. A savings account that earns interest compounded quarterly. 
c) c. A savings bond that has interest compounded twice a year. 
d) d. All of the above will earn the same amount of interest. 
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Q13. Which of the following statements best describes your right to check your credit history for accuracy? 

a) Your credit record can be checked once a year for free. 
b) You cannot see your credit record. 
c) All credit records are property of the U.S. Government and access is only available to the FBI and lenders. 
d) You can only check your record for free if you are turned down for credit based on a credit report 

 
Q14. A dividend is: 

a) The amount of money a savings bond is worth. 
b) The total amount of money you have in investments. 
c) Company earnings paid to stockholders. 
d) Money your stock broker earns on fees. 

 

Q15. Which of the following is NOT a function of the Securities and Exchange Commission? 

a) Increasing information available to investors. 
b) Regulating the disclosure of financial information. 
c) Distributing seats on stock exchanges. 
d) Preventing the manipulation of security prices by insiders. 

 
Q16. If you are willing to use a _________ deductible, your premium will be __________. 

a)   Higher; increased. 
b)   Higher; reduced. 
c)   Lower; reduced. 
d)   Answers (a) and (c) are both correct. 

 
Q17. Chase has decided to develop and stick to a spending plan so he can build up an emergency savings fund for when he is 
in college. He learned in class that the area where he could probably reduce his spending was his flexible expenses. Which of 
his expenses best fit that category? 

a) Cell phone bill, health insurance, and car payment. 
b) Internet bill, entertainment, and clothing. 
c) Motorcycle payment, food, and cell phone bill. 
d) Gasoline, food, and entertainment. 

 
Q18. What are three factors that are considered when your credit score is calculated? 

a) Payment history, amounts owed, and employment history. 
b) Types of credit in use, payment history, and your address. 
c) Amounts owed, types of credit in use, and payment history. 
d) Credit inquiries, amounts owed, and your salary 

 

Q19. Your own auto insurance covers you when you are driving … 

a) Your own insured car. 
b) Someone else's car. 
c) Both (a) and (b) are correct. 
d) None of the above. 
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Q20. If you buy a company’s stock: 

a) You own part of the company. 
b) You have loaned money to the company. 
c) You are liable for the company’s debts. 
d) The company will return the original investment to you with interest. 
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Financial Literacy Pilot Program 
Post-Test Instrument 

 
Directions: Please circle one response for each question. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q1. The federal income tax: 

e) is paid by employees to the Federal government at the end of each year. 
f) is subtracted from the total amount an employee earns each pay cycle. 
g) is paid only by all US residents that own property. 
h) is not paid by any retired persons. 

 
Q2. Kyle is setting aside money to use when he buys a car next year. He isn’t willing to take much risk with his money. 
Which one of the following types of investments is most likely to have the lowest investment risk while also growing in 
value?  

e) Collectibles 
f) Real estate 
g) Savings account 
h) Stocks 

 
Q3. Which is an example of an opportunity cost related to earning potential?  

e) Reduce work hours to have time to attend college classes. 
f) Apply for a scholarship to pay for college tuition and a new computer. 
g) Improve time management skills. 
h) Decide on a career that fits into your desired lifestyle. 

 
Q4. In managing risk, what does it mean to transfer it? 

e) To take measures to prevent loss. 
f) To shift the possibility of loss to another person. 
g) To set aside resources to cover potential loss. 
h) To take measures to eliminate the cause of potential loss. 

 
Q5. What is a 401(K)?   

e) A portion of salary deducted from net pay and placed in a special account.  
f) Money set aside to pay medical expenses not covered by insurance.  
g) A portion of salary deducted from gross pay and placed in a special account. 
h) A plan that specifies benefits to be received at retirement age, based on total earnings and years of work.  

 
Q6. Your take home pay is less than the total amount you earn. Which of the following best describes what is taken out of 
your total pay? 

Student Experience Question: 
After taking the financial literacy course, my ability to make informed decisions about my personal 
finances is now ____________. 

a. Much better b. Somewhat Better c. The same d. Somewhat worse e. Much worse 
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e) Social security and Medicare contributions. 
f) Federal income tax, property tax, and Medicare and social security contributions. 
g) Federal income tax, sales tax, and social security contribution. 
h) Federal income tax, social security and Medicare contributions. 

Q7. A computer store advertises a computer for $500.00. When you go to purchase the item during the first few minutes of 
the sale, the salesperson tells you that the item advertised was sold out or is not available. Then the salesperson attempts to 
sell you a more expensive model priced at $1,000.00. Which of the following statements is true? 

e) This is permissible, because the merchant wants you to get the best product available.  
f) This is not permissible, because it is "bait and switch" false advertising and is a violation of consumer laws. 
g) This is permissible, because the merchant is in the business of making a profit. 
h) This is not permissible, because merchants are required to keep enough products in stock for the first day of a sale. 

 
Q8. When evaluating your application for a car loan, a lender may NOT …  

e) Ask your date of birth. 
f) Reject your application if you receive public assistance. 
g) Inquire if you ever received credit before from that lender. 
h) Ask the income of your spouse, if you have a joint application. 

 
Q9. The nominal interest rate on a bank savings account is 1.75% per year. Expected inflation is 2.50% per year. What is the 
real rate of return (the real interest rate) on the bank savings account? 

e) -2.50% 
f) -0.75% 
g) 1.75% 
h) 2.50% 

 
Q10. What are the two most important types of insurance you need at your young age? 

e) Liability and renters’ 
f) Travel and liability 
g) Automobile and disability 
h) Health and automobile 

 
Q11. In eight months, Kelly’s parents will need to make the final payment for Kelly’s braces. Half of the total cost was paid 
when her braces were put on. The total cost is $3,200. How much will Kelly’s parents need to save each month to pay off the 
balance owed?  

e) a. $135 
f) b. $200 
g) c. $400 
h) d. $1,600 

 
Q12. Given the same principal and annual percentage rate (APR) of 1.3% interest for all options below, which option will 
earn the most interest over a three-year period?  

e) a. A certificate of deposit that has interest compounded daily. 
f) b. A savings account that earns interest compounded quarterly. 
g) c. A savings bond that has interest compounded twice a year. 
h) d. All of the above will earn the same amount of interest. 
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Q13. Which of the following statements best describes your right to check your credit history for accuracy? 

e) Your credit record can be checked once a year for free. 
f) You cannot see your credit record. 
g) All credit records are property of the U.S. Government and access is only available to the FBI and lenders. 
h) You can only check your record for free if you are turned down for credit based on a credit report 

 
Q14. A dividend is: 

e) The amount of money a savings bond is worth. 
f) The total amount of money you have in investments. 
g) Company earnings paid to stockholders. 
h) Money your stock broker earns on fees. 

 

Q15. Which of the following is NOT a function of the Securities and Exchange Commission? 

e) Increasing information available to investors. 
f) Regulating the disclosure of financial information. 
g) Distributing seats on stock exchanges. 
h) Preventing the manipulation of security prices by insiders. 

 
Q16. If you are willing to use a _________ deductible, your premium will be __________. 

e)   Higher; increased. 
f)   Higher; reduced. 
g)   Lower; reduced. 
h)   Answers (a) and (c) are both correct. 

 
Q17. Chase has decided to develop and stick to a spending plan so he can build up an emergency savings fund for when he is 
in college. He learned in class that the area where he could probably reduce his spending was his flexible expenses. Which of 
his expenses best fit that category? 

e) Cell phone bill, health insurance, and car payment. 
f) Internet bill, entertainment, and clothing. 
g) Motorcycle payment, food, and cell phone bill. 
h) Gasoline, food, and entertainment. 

 
 
Q18. What are three factors that are considered when your credit score is calculated? 

e) Payment history, amounts owed, and employment history. 
f) Types of credit in use, payment history, and your address. 
g) Amounts owed, types of credit in use, and payment history. 
h) Credit inquiries, amounts owed, and your salary 

 

Q19. Your own auto insurance covers you when you are driving … 

e) Your own insured car. 
f) Someone else's car. 
g) Both (a) and (b) are correct. 
h) None of the above. 
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Q20. If you buy a company’s stock: 
e) You own part of the company. 
f) You have loaned money to the company. 
g) You are liable for the company’s debts. 
h) The company will return the original investment to you with interest. 
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Directions for Administering the Financial Literacy Pilot Pre- and Post-Tests 

All Financial Literacy Pilot (FLP) sites will administer a common pre- and post-test during the 2014–15 school 
year, to assess how participation in FLP courses affects students’ financial literacy knowledge and decision-
making skills. This assessment is of course not intended to discourage schools from administering any additional 
assessments as they see fit. Directions for administering the pre-test are below. If you have any questions, please 
contact Kate Szczerbacki at kszczerbacki@donahue.umassp.edu or 413-587-2404. 

Who: Each student who participates in a course that is part of your high school’s FLP program should take the 
pre- and post-tests. For the purposes of the evaluation, a course is an intervention that meets several to many times 
with the intention of covering a range of FLP content such as the National Standards for Financial Literacy. 
Examples of courses include: 

• A credit-bearing class offered in your high school (e.g., Accounting, Introduction to Personal Finance, 
Banking, etc.). 

• An advisory period in which financial literacy concepts are routinely incorporated.  
• A program of study in which financial literacy concepts are routinely incorporated (e.g. a freshman 

academy).  
Students should not take the pre-test if they have only participated in a stand-alone financial literacy event (e.g., a 
reality fair or stock market simulation) without having taken part in a financial literacy “course,” as defined 
above. 

When: Students should take the pre-test as soon as possible in their FLP course – ideally on the first day of class. 
If it is a semester or year-long course, students must complete the pre-test within the first week. If the course 
consists of a shorter intervention, students must complete the pre-test within the first two days. UMDI estimates 
that it will take students 30 minutes to complete the test.  

Students should take the post-test as late as possible in their FLP course – preferably on the last day of class or by 
May 15th, 2015 at the latest because all student scores must be submitted by May 22nd, 2015.  

Materials Needed: Students will need a calculator, a pen or pencil, and scratch paper.  

Collecting: Staff should collect the tests from the students once they are finished. Students should not be allowed 
to retain copies of the pre- and post-tests.  

Scoring: After students have completed the test, a teacher or other project leader should use the included answer 
key to grade the test and generate a score (X number of questions correct).  

The post-test also includes an extra “Student Experience Question.” This extra question will not contribute to the 
overall score. Instead, sites are asked to record individual student’s responses to this separate question on the 
reporting form.  

Reporting: A reporting spreadsheet is included with the pre- and post-tests. Using the spreadsheet, please record 
the following for each student: 

• SASID (State Assigned Student Identifier) 
• Pre-test score  
• Post-test score 

mailto:kszczerbacki@donahue.umassp.edu
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• Response to the “Student Experience Question” 
• Which financial literacy course(s) they participated in  

Spreadsheets containing the above information should be submitted via the STEM Dropbox no later than May 
22nd, 2015. Schools are welcome to submit a completed reporting spreadsheet before this date if their FLP course 
schedules allow.  

Please refer to the following section for further directions for uploading the reporting form to the STEM Dropbox. 

Uploading the Reporting Form: 

Please upload your completed data files to your district’s secured Dropbox in STEM Secure Data File 
Exchange. This can be found in Drop Box Central in the DESE Security Portal. 

To access this Dropbox, you will need to request access from your district’s Directory Administrator (DA). You 
can find your DA in this list: http://www.doe.mass.edu/infoservices/data/diradmin/list.aspx. Please be sure to 
follow any of your local policies regarding who should be provided with access to the Dropbox. 

1. Login to the ESE Security Portal and click on the link to DropBox Central. A list of DropBoxes that you have 
been assigned access to opens. 

2. Select STEM Secure Data File Exchange from the DropBox name list and click Next. 
3. Select the organization assigned to you and click Next. (Most users are assigned to a single organization and 

will see only one organization listed.) 
4. A dialog box opens where you can view or upload files. Here you can view files that have been sent to you 

from the ESE (the ESE OutBox), and where you can view files you have sent to the ESE (the ESE InBox). 
5. Follow the on screen directions to upload your files. 
6. DropBox administrators receive email notifications when new files are uploaded into their DropBox. The 

STEM Secure Data File Exchange dropbox administrator is Anne DeMallie, ademallie@doe.mass.edu . 

Detailed directions and help can be found online at:  
http://www.doe.mass.edu/infoservices/data/diradmin/dropboxcentral.html 

Please contact diradmin@doe.mass.edu with any questions regarding DropBox Central. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/infoservices/data/diradmin/list.aspx
https://gateway.edu.state.ma.us/auth/Login
mailto:ademallie@doe.mass.edu
http://www.doe.mass.edu/infoservices/data/diradmin/dropboxcentral.html
mailto:diradmin@doe.mass.edu
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Student Score Reporting Form 
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Table 18. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by Gender 

Site 
Total 
(N) 

Gender 

Male Female 

All Sites 2,207 49% 51% 

Fall River - BMC Durfee High School  44 57% 43% 

Haverhill - Haverhill High School  20 60% 40% 

Holyoke - Dean Technical High School  14 43% 57% 

Lowell - Lowell High School  718 51% 49% 

Lynn - Lynn Classical High School  461 49% 51% 

Quincy - North Quincy High School 79 58% 42% 

Quincy - Quincy High Schools  40 47% 53% 

Revere - Revere High School  89 45% 55% 

Salem - Salem High School University  78 56% 44% 

Springfield - Putnam Vocational Technical Academy 534 49% 51% 

Worcester - Worcester Technical High School  130 34% 66% 
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Table 19. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by Race or Ethnicity  
N=2,207 

Site Total 
(N) 

Race or Ethnicity 

White 
Black or 
African 

American 
Asian 

American 
Indian or 

Alaska Native 

Native 
Hawaiian or 

Pacific 
Islander 

Multiracial 
Non-Hispanic 

Hispanic or 
Latino 

 
2,207 29% 14% 19% <1% 0% 3% 35% 

Fall River - BMC Durfee 
High School  

44 68% 9% 9% 0% 0% 5% 9% 

Haverhill - Haverhill High 
School  

20 70% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 25% 

Holyoke - Dean 
Technical High School  

14 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 93% 

Lowell - Lowell High 
School  

718 32% 9% 38% <1% 0% 1% 20% 

Lynn - Lynn Classical 
High School  

461 28% 13% 15% 0% 0% 4% 40% 

Quincy - North Quincy 
High School 

79 22% 5% 66% 0% 0% 0% 8% 

Quincy - Quincy High 
Schools  

40 78% 13% 3% 3% 0% 0% 5% 

Revere - Revere High 
School  

89 45% 2% 5% 0% 0% 3% 45% 

Salem - Salem High 
School University  

78 55% 6% 0% 0% 0% 8% 31% 

Springfield - Putnam 
Vocational Technical 
Academy 

534 11% 24% 2% 0% 0% 5% 58% 

Worcester - Worcester 
Technical High School  

130 29% 14% 19% <1% 0% 3% 31% 
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Table 20. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by ELL Status 

Site 
Total 
(N) 

ELL  
Students 

Non-ELL  
Students 

All Sites 2,207 10% 90% 

Fall River - BMC Durfee High School  44 0% 100% 

Haverhill - Haverhill High School  20 0% 100% 

Holyoke - Dean Technical High School  14 36% 64% 

Lowell - Lowell High School  718 9% 91% 

Lynn - Lynn Classical High School  461 6% 94% 

Quincy - North Quincy High School 79 68% 32% 

Quincy - Quincy High Schools  40 2% 98% 

Revere - Revere High School  89 2% 98% 

Salem - Salem High School University  78 1% 99% 

Springfield - Putnam Vocational Technical Academy  534 12% 88% 

Worcester - Worcester Technical High School  130 6% 94% 
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Table 21. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by Special Education Status 

Site 
Total 
(N) 

Special 
Education 
Students 

Non-Special 
Education 
Students 

All Sites 2,207 12% 88% 

Fall River - BMC Durfee High School  44 9% 91% 

Haverhill - Haverhill High School  20 5% 95% 

Holyoke - Dean Technical High School  14 64% 36% 

Lowell - Lowell High School  718 7% 93% 

Lynn - Lynn Classical High School  461 11% 89% 

Quincy - North Quincy High School 79 9% 91% 

Quincy - Quincy High Schools  40 17% 83% 

Revere - Revere High School  89 7% 9% 

Salem - Salem High School University  78 15% 85% 

Springfield - Putnam Vocational Technical Academy  534 19% 81% 

Worcester - Worcester Technical High School  130 12% 88% 
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Table 22. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by Low-Income Status 

Site 
Total 
(N) 

Low Income 
Students 

Non-Low 
Income 

Students 

All Sites 2,207 68% 32% 

Fall River - BMC Durfee High School  44 75% 25% 

Haverhill - Haverhill High School  20 40% 60% 

Holyoke - Dean Technical High School  14 93% 7% 

Lowell - Lowell High School  718 54% 46% 

Lynn - Lynn Classical High School  461 75% 25% 

Quincy - North Quincy High School 79 76% 24% 

Quincy - Quincy High Schools  40 72% 28% 

Revere - Revere High School  89 83% 17% 

Salem - Salem High School University  78 45% 55% 

Springfield - Putnam Vocational Technical Academy 534 78% 22% 

Worcester - Worcester Technical High School  130 67% 33% 
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Table 23. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by ELA MCAS Performance Level 

Site 
Total 
(N) 

ELA MCAS Performance Level 

Advanced Proficient 
Needs 

Improvement 
Warning/ 
Failing 

All Sites 2,207 12% 56% 24% 8% 

Fall River - BMC Durfee High School  43 26% 42% 26% 7% 

Haverhill - Haverhill High School  19 42% 21% 36% 0% 

Holyoke - Dean Technical High School  10 40% 30% 30% 0% 

Lowell - Lowell High School  685 9% 62% 21% 8% 

Lynn - Lynn Classical High School  413 16% 54% 23% 7% 

Quincy - North Quincy High School 53 9% 43% 47% 0% 

Quincy - Quincy High Schools  35 9% 54% 29% 9% 

Revere - Revere High School  80 13% 55% 25% 8% 

Salem - Salem High School University  67 21% 48% 19% 12% 

Springfield - Putnam Vocational 
Technical Academy 

501 6% 57% 27% 10% 

Worcester - Worcester Technical High 
School  

123 20% 57% 17% 7% 
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Table 24. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by Mathematics MCAS Performance Level 

Site 
Total 
(N) 

Mathematics MCAS Performance Level 

Advanced Proficient 
Needs 

Improvement 
Warning/ 
Failing 

All Sites 2,081 22% 30% 30% 18% 

Fall River - BMC Durfee High School  41 24% 39% 34% 2% 

Haverhill - Haverhill High School  20 55% 10% 20% 15% 

Holyoke - Dean Technical High School  10 30% 50% 20% 0% 

Lowell - Lowell High School  692 23% 32% 28% 17% 

Lynn - Lynn Classical High School  428 27% 29% 24% 18% 

Quincy - North Quincy High School 63 27% 33% 30% 10% 

Quincy - Quincy High Schools  36 14% 42% 36% 8% 

Revere - Revere High School  84 35% 36% 18% 12% 

Salem - Salem High School University  70 30% 27% 29% 14% 

Springfield - Putnam Vocational 
Technical Academy 

511 11% 24% 39% 27% 

Worcester - Worcester Technical High 
School  

126 26% 37% 23% 13% 
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 Table 25. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by Site Intervention or Activity 

Site Course or Program 
Number of 

Student 
Participants 

Fall River - BMC Durfee High School Durfee 21st Century Community Learning Center 44 

Haverhill - Haverhill High School Money Matters/Banking 20 

Earning, Learning, and Investing Not available 

Freshman Seminar Not available 

Night School Program Not available 

Holyoke - Dean Technical High School Personal Finance 14 

Freshman Algebra Not available 

Lowell - Lowell High School Freshman Academy 572 

Accounting 62 

Personal Finance 116 

Lynn - Lynn Classical High School Reported as “Math financial literacy unit” for: -  

- Algebra I (8 sections) 

- Algebra II (8 sections) 

- Algebra III – College Algebra (5 sections) 

- Pre-Calculus 

463 

Computer Literacy (4 sections) 442 

Financial Literacy (2 sections) 26 

Street Law (2 sections) Not available 

Spanish II (9 sections) Not available 

Quincy - North Quincy High School 

   

Gaining Opportunities and Acquiring Learning Skills 
(GOALS) 

4 

Positive Academic and Social Success Program 
(PASS) 

5 

English Language Learners Program 70 

Business Technology Program Not available 

Quincy - Quincy High School Quincy Teen Mothers Program (QTMP) 5 

Quincy Evening High School  22 

Pre-English Language Learners Program 16 
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 Table 25. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by Site Intervention or Activity 

Site Course or Program 
Number of 

Student 
Participants 

Business Technology Program Not available 

Revere - Revere High School Financial Literacy course 89 

Advisory Period - Financial Literacy Weeks Not available 

Grade 9 Mathematics  Not available 

Salem - Salem High School Money Matters 79 

Springfield - Putnam Vocational Technical 
Academy 

Retail and Marketing 33 

Business 25 

Robotics 42 

Enrichment (Math and English) Not available 

Allied Health Not available 

Mass Mutual Academic Achievers Not available 

Design and Visual Not available 

Horticulture  Not available 

Career Planning  Not available 

Economics  Not available 

JA in a Day 336 

H&R Block Knowledge Matters Not available 

*Putnam also indicated that 40 of its FLP students were part of a course 
or program taught by “Dupre,” however the title of the course or program 
is unavailable.  

Worcester - Worcester Technical High 
School 

Cosmetology Trade 10* 

Electromechanical/Robotics Engineering Trade 11* 

Finance and Marketing Trade  33* 

Hospitality and Restaurant Management Trade  36* 

Programming and Web Development Trade 14* 

Pre-Calculus  51* 
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 Table 25. Financial Literacy Pilot Student Participation by Site Intervention or Activity 

Site Course or Program 
Number of 

Student 
Participants 

*These student participation figures are not drawn from Worcester’s 
student score reporting form but instead from its midyear status update 
submitted to ESE. Worcester did not provide student participation figures 
for each trade on its student score reporting form; however it provided 
participation figures for some activities that spanned trades including 
NFTE curriculum components (53), business plan and capstone projects 
(104), NYC wholesale district trip (31), and working with Clark University 
students to develop business plans (25). 
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Table 26. Students’ Pre- to Post-test Score Changes by Site 

 
 

 Decrease from Pre- to Post-test Score No 
Change Increase from Pre- to Post-test Score 

Site 
Total # of 
Students 

Participating in 
Courses7 

Total # of 
Students with Pre- 
and Post-scores 

(N)8 

16 – 20  
points 

11 – 15  
points 

6 – 10  
points 

1 – 5  
points 0 1 – 5  

points 
6 – 10  
points 

11 – 15  
points 

16 – 20  
points 

All Sites 3,439 2,093 0% <1% 1% 14% 13% 44% 23% 5% <1% 

Fall River – BMC Durfee High 
School  

75 14 0% 0% 7% 43% 14% 36% 0% 0% 0% 

Haverhill – Haverhill High School  175 20 0% 0% 0% 0% 15% 85% 0% 0% 0% 

Holyoke – Dean Technical High 
School  

403 14 0% 0% 0% 29% 7% 0% 29% 36% 0% 

Lowell – Lowell High School  832 734 0% <1% 1% 15% 11% 52% 18% 23% 0% 

Lynn – Lynn Classical High School  600 463 0% 0% 0% 1% 3% 37% 49% 10% 0% 

Quincy – North Quincy High 
School 

80 78 0% 0% 1% 6% 5% 33% 29% 23% 1% 

Quincy – Quincy High Schools  41 38 0% 0% 0% 0% 8% 66% 26% 0% 0% 

Revere – Revere High School  109 89 0% 0% 0% 3% 2% 16% 60% 19% 0% 

Salem – Salem High School  80 64 0% 0% 2% 25% 11% 54% 8% 2% 0% 

Springfield – Putnam Vocational 
Technical Academy 

822 534 0% 0% 2% 28% 28% 38% 4% <1% 0% 

Worcester – Worcester Technical 
High School  

222 45 0% 0% 0% 9% 20% 71% 0% 0% 0% 

 

                                                      
7 This total is drawn from sites’ program data request forms that accounted for the total number of students participating in all courses. For Haverhill, Putnam, and Revere, this total is less than the 
number presented in Table 11, which accounts for the total number of students participating in all courses and stand-alone activities.  
8 This figure is based on the total number of students for whom pre- and post-test scores were provided, which therefore allowed calculation of change in a student’s score from pre- to post-test.  
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